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Abstract
We present a detailed study in the semi
classical regime h  of microlocal properties
of systems of two commuting h
pseudo
dierential operators P

h P

h such that the joint
principal symbol p  p

 p

 has a special kind of singularity called a focusfocus singularity
Typical examples include the quantum spherical pendulum or the quantum Champagne
bottle
In the spirit of Colin de Verdiere and Parisse    we show that such systems
have a universal behavior described by singular quantization conditions of Bohr
Sommerfeld
type
These conditions are used to give a precise description of the joint spectrum of such
systems including the phenomenon of quantum monodromy and dierent formulations of
the counting function for the joint eigenvalues close to the singularity in which a logarithm of
the semi
classical constant h appears Thanks to numerical computations done by MS Child
for the case of the Champagne bottle we are able to accurately illustrate our statements
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 Introduction
In the long history of completely integrable systems an important object was discovered quite
recently Duistermaat   the monodromy of the system whose nontriviality prevents the
construction of global action variables The question about the impact of this invariant on the
spectrum of quantum integrable system was raised by Cushman and Duistermaat in  an
answer is proposed in  The issue is to describe the joint spectrum of two commuting h
pseudodierential operators P

 P

in a region close to a critical point of the C

joint principal
symbol
p
def
 p

 p


when the underlying Liouville integrable system p

 p

has non trivial monodromy
However because of a wellknown drawback of both the usual WKB construction and the
standard BohrSommerfeld quantization conditions the descriptions had to keep a reasonable
distance away from the singular value of p Here reasonable may be small but means xed as
h tends to zero In this way an increasing number of eigenvalues as h   remained out of
control
On the other hand recent achievements in semiclassical analysis of Schrodinger operators
near a critical point of the potential often via the use of microlocal normal forms suggested that
this problem should be solvable I am referring here for instance to the work of HelerRobert

 HelerSjostrand  Sjostrand 
 Marz  BrummelhuisPaulUribe     and in
particular to the articles by Colin de Verdiere and Parisse    in which the case of a
local maximum of a smooth C

 potential for a dimensional Schrodinger operator is treated
Their method rested upon a smooth normal form theorem and on the study of the hyperbolicity
of the classical Hamiltonian ow
It turns out that any two degree of freedom quantum integrable system with a focusfocus
singularity exhibits at the same time a nontrivial monodromy and a hyperbolic behavior of the
Hamiltonian ow Moreover such a singularity admits a smooth normal form due to Eliasson
 that has a semiclassical analogue  This allows us to settle an analysis combining a
geometrical description of the underlying classical completely integrable system with a microlocal
analysis near the singularity
The main result of this paper is the statement of the singular BohrSommerfeld quantization
conditions theorem  which are uniform in a neighborhood of the critical value In other
words these conditions are able to uniformly describe an increasing number of joint eigenvalues
and as such they contain the description of the quantum monodromy far from the singularity
as well as the asymptotic distribution of the joint eigenvalues near the singularity
The organization of this paper is as follows In the rst parts the aim is to settle the
ingredients needed to have a global picture of the problem The necessary background concerning
Liouville integrable systems is recalled section  and the general notion of semiclassical
integrable systems is explained in section  where we point out the role of both the principal
and subprincipal symbols The version of the microlocal tools that we will be using is given
in section  its application to completely integrable systems is developed in the next section
 Besides known results concerning the WKB construction the most fundamental results
explaining our methods are probably propositions  and 

The rest of the paper is devoted to the case of a focusfocus singularity in a dimensional
cotangent bundle Section  contains the microlocal analysis and the geometrical description
of the monodromy that lead to our main result theorem  Finally we derive in section 	
the structure of the joint spectrum Theorem 	 shows that one can count the number of joint
eigenvalues without knowing their precise distribution near the critical value and theorem 	
on the contrary studies this distribution by estimating the gaps between the joint eigenvalues
These statements are illustrated by the example of the Champagne bottle
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 Classical completely integrable systems
 Denition
Let M be a symplectic manifold of dimension n A completely or Liouville integrable
system on M is the data of n functions f

     f
n
in involution with respect to the symplectic
Poisson bracket with the requirement that their dierentials df
i
are almost everywhere inde
pendent The function
F  M  m  f

m     f
n
m  R
n
is called the momentum map It is indeed a momentum map for the Abelian innitesimal action
of R
n
into the Lie algebra XM of Hamiltonian vector elds on M  given by the generators
X

    X
n
 Here we have denoted by X
i
the Hamiltonian vector eld X
f
i
associated to f
i

The ows of these vector elds yield a local Abelian action of R
n
on M  simply referred to in
the sequel by the action or the ow of the system
Note that each f
i
 and hence every function of the form gf

     f
n
 is locally constant
under this action The momentum map F thus denes a singular bration by invariant leaves
These leaves 
c
def
 F

c c  R
n
 are generically Lagrangean submanifolds of M  We shall
always assume that F is proper so that each 
c
is compact
 Known results
Local and semiglobal descriptions of completely integrable systems are provided by the following
facts 
 when the vector elds X

    X
n
 are independent at a point m the DarbouxCaratheo
dory theorem states that the functions f
i
can be taken as momentum coordinates of a
symplectic chart fx g on a neighborhood U of m In these coordinates the foliation

c
U for c close to F m is given by   c The x
i
variables are therefore local coordinates
for 
c

 when c is a regular value of F  this includes the previous case of course  the Arnold
Liouville theorem endows an invariant neighborhood  of 
c
with actionangle coordi
nates   is symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero section of the cotangent
bundle T

T
n
 of the ntorus T
n
 R
n
Z
n
 and the bration F gets transformed into a
smooth function of the momentum variables 
i
only As a consequence 
c
 as well as the
neighboring bers are Lagrangean tori equipped with an ane structure  the one given
by the R
n
action which in these coordinates is linear
In the rst case the R
n
action is locally free at m and gives rise to a local dieomor
phism between R
n
  and 
c
m By transporting the standard Lebesgue measure via this
dieomorphism we obtain an invariant measure on a neighborhood ofm in 
c
which in Darboux
Carath eodory coordinates x  is nothing else than jdxj
In the second case this can be done globally to give a natural invariant measure 
c
on the
whole torus 
c
 Letting m
c
be the total mass of 
c
 we can identify m

c

c
with the Lebesgue

or Haar measure on the torus T
n
via actionangle coordinates 
c
smoothly depends on c and
is called the Liouville measure
Remark  This terminology sometimes also applies to the symplectic measure 
n
n!
Note that the pushforward of this measure by F gives a measure 
c
on R
n
that satises

n
n!
 
c
 
c

and that is long known to be of particular importance when it comes to counting eigenvalues see
section 	 Because of the article  
c
is sometimes called DuistermaatHeckman"s measure

Since we will be dealing only with pseudodierential quantization we will always assume
that M is an open subset of a cotangent bundle T

X which implies that the symplectic form
is exact    d

 where 

is the standard Liouville form If we let i
c
 
c
	 M be the
inclusion the fact that 
c
is Lagrangean implies that the form i

c


is closed and thus gives
rise to an element of the cohomology H


c
R With slight abuse of notation we will still call
it 


 Semiclassical integrable systems
The aim of this section is to dene what we consider to be the proper semiclassical quantiza
tion of completely integrable systems in accordance with   and to present a geometric
interpretation of their subprincipal terms
 Denition
Let X be a dierentiable manifold of dimension n equipped with a halfdensity jdxj

 and let
 be an open subset of T

X The spaces of pseudodierential operator that are used here are
dened in section  however we shall here only use the fact that they are dened up to the
order Oh

 by two functions of   their principal and subprincipal symbols
Throughout this work pseudodierential operators are always classical and formally self
adjoint so that their principal and subprincipal symbols are realvalued
A set fP

h     P
n
hg of n pseudodierential operators in #

 of order zero is called a
semiclassical integrable system if 
 the principal symbols p

     p
n
form a completely integrable system
 	i j P
i
h P
j
h  
Note that the second condition already implies that the principal symbols are in involutions
Because of this denition any semiclassical integrable system has an underlying classical
completely integrable system which means that the main geometric ingredient of such a system
is the Lagrangean bration 
c
given by the principal symbols Of particular importance for us
will be the principal Lagrangean 



Remark  All the results of sections  would still hold if the commutation property
is weakened to P
i
h P
j
h  Oh

 Section 	 however requires the exact commutation of
the operators in order to dene their joint spectrum Similarly a number of results before that
section would still be valid if the selfadjointness requirement is dropped and replaced by the
assumption that both the principal and subprincipal symbols are realvalued 
 The subprincipal form
 Denition
Apart from the principal symbols the data of a semiclassical integrable system denes another
set of functions namely the subprincipal symbols r

     r
n
 We assume here that these func
tions are realvalued While the principal symbols gave rise to the momentum map and its
Lagrangean bration the subprincipal symbols will be viewed as characteristic of an innitesi
mal deformation of the Lagrangean leaves
Denition  The subprincipal form 

c
of a semiclassical integrable system is the dieren
tiable form on 
c
dened at nonsingular points of F by 


c
X
i
  
r
i

Recall that X
i
denote the Hamiltonian vector eld of p
i
 At such a nonsingular point
X

    X
n
 is a basis of the tangent space of 
c

This form also appears in 
The rst property of 

c
is the fact that it is closed Indeed the r
i
"s are not just any
functions The Weyl rule section  formula  applied to the commutation property of the
pseudodierential operators P
i
is at the order h

 equivalent to 
fr
i
 p
j
g  fr
j
 p
i
g
In a symplectic chart given by the DarbouxCarath eodory theorem this reads 
r
i
x
j

r
j
x
i

and 

c
is the closed form 

c
 

P
r
i
dx
i
 
 Deformation of Lagrangean submanifolds
Let LM be the set of all Lagrangean submanifolds of a n dimensional symplectic manifoldM 
By the DarbouxWeinstein theorem we can identify a tubular neighborhood of a Lagrangean
submanifold 

with a neighborhood of the zero section of T



 Any other Lagrangean sub
manifold within that neighborhood can then be identied with a closed form on 

see 
This gives a chart for LM making it formally a dierentiable innite dimensional manifold
whose tangent space at 

is naturally identied with the space of closed forms on 


	
One can be more specic The exponential map for vector elds gives a dieomorphism
between a tubular neighborhood of 

and the normal bundle
T


M
T

 The latter is identied
with T



by means of the symplectic form  let x  

 to any X  T
x
M is associated the
cotangent vector
$X  i
X

T
x



Since 

is Lagrangean the kernel of $ is exactly T
x



In this way we can easily describe the tangent space of LM  an innitesimal variation
of 

is by denition a vector eld transversal to 

 that is a section of
T


M
T

 By the above
isomorphism it can be identied with a form on 

 That innitesimal variation is performed
within the space of Lagrangean submanifolds if and only if this form is closed that is the
deformation vector eld is locally Hamiltonian see also 
Let us apply this description to the case where a path in LM is given as a parameter
family of level sets of n independent functions p
t
i
in involution 

t
 fp
t
i
 g
Lemma  The innitesimal variation form 
 
d
dt

t
jt
is given by

X
p

i
  

p
t
i
t
jt

Proof  Let x  

 Complete p


     p

n
 into a DarbouxCarath eodory chart so that the
tangent vectors

p

j
form a basis of the normal bundle Taylor"s formula p
t
i
 p

i
% t
p
t
i
t
jt
shows
that at t   the deformation vector eld for 
t
is given by
Xx 
X
j


p
t
i
x
t
jt

p

j

To this transversal vector eld corresponds the form 
  i
X
 On the basis X
p


    X
p

n
 of
T

 it is given by 
X
p

i
  XX
p

i
  dp

i
X  

p
t
i
t
jt
 
Remark  For each t the functions p
t

     p
t
n
dene a completely integrable system in a
neighborhood of 
t
 The variation form can be computed not only for 
t
 but also for the
neighboring leaves 
t
c
def
 
i
p
t
i


c Then 

c

d
dt

t
c
t
is given on 
c
as in lemma  


c
X
p

i
  

p
t
i
t
jt

The fact that for all c 

c
is closed can be checked by dierentiating the equality fp
t
i
 p
t
j
g   at
t   
Remark  It is natural now to be willing to consider the level sets
p

i
% t
p
t
i
t
t
 


as a linearization of the family 
t
 Unfortunately these level sets are in general not La
grangean More precisely the symplectic form restricted to them is of order t

 However one
can prove that there exists a set of functions $r

     $r
n
such that the functions
$p
t
i
def
 p

i
% t$r
i
are indeed in involution and such that the corresponding deformation forms $

c
satises
$

c
  

c
  H



c

The value of $r

on 
c
is constant and obtained by averaging the subprincipal terms
p
t
i
t
t
over 
c


 Deformation of the Action integral
Let 
t
be a smooth family of Lagrangean submanifolds of M  and let 
t
   S

be a smooth
family of loops such that each 
t
is drawn on 
t
 Suppose that on a neighborhood of the image
of 

 the symplectic form  is exact    d Then this holds for t small enough and we can
dene the action integral 
A
t
 
Z

t

Lemma  The variation form 
 
d
dt

t
t
on 

is characteristic of the innitesimal
variation of the action in the following sense 
d
dt
A
t

t

Z




Proof  We want to prove that the forms
d
dt


t

t
and 



 are cohomologous on S


We have
d
dt


t
  

t

L

t
t



 

t

i

t
t
d% di

t
t



At t   the vector eld

t
t
splits into two components X

and X

 the rst one being tangent
to 

 The other one in the normal bundle
T


M
T

 is by denition the deformation vector eld
of the family 
t
 Therefore




i

t
t
d

 


i
X

 % 


i
X

   % 




which gives the result 
Remark  Of course the value t   plays a arbitrary role  if we dene 

t

d
dt

t
 then
d
dt
A
t
 
R

t


t
 

 
 as a semiclassical deformation
Returning to the hypothesis of paragraph  we are now able to give a geometrical inter
pretation of the subprincipal form
The total symbol p
i
h of P
i
h is considered as a semiclassical deformation of the principal
symbol p

i
 Then around any regular point of the principal symbol the subprincipal form is
equal to the deformation form  as h tends to zero  of any family of Lagrangean submanifolds
dened as level sets of functions of the form p

i
% hr
i
%Oh


Of course the level sets of the total symbols themselves need no be Lagrangean Recall
however that in the case where  is a regular value of the principal symbol we can average the
subprincipal symbols without changing the cohomology class of 

c
in such a way that the level
sets of p

i
% hr
i
are indeed Lagrangean
As we shall see in section  the BohrSommerfeld quantization conditions that apply to such
a situation depend on the subprincipal symbols only through the cohomology class of 

c
 This
shows that articles like   that would rather assume that the subprincipal symbols are either
equal to zero or at least constant on each 
c
are not far from the general case
Another nice property of the cohomology class of 

c
is its invariance under conjugation by
unitary pseudodierential operators
Proposition  Let P
i
h be a semiclassical integrable system with a nonsingular principal
Lagrangean 

 Let V h be a classical unitary pseudodierential operator on a neighborhood of


 Let P

i
 V

P
i
V be the transformed integrable system and 


the new subprincipal form
Then 


  

Proof  Since P and P

have same principal symbols we can write P

 P % hQ with Q 
Q

     Q
n
 The intertwining property V P

 PV reads 
P
j
 V   hV Q
j

At the principal level this gives

i
fp
j
 vg  vq
j
 which writing v  e
ic
 yields 
fp
j
 cg  q
j

The subprincipal symbols r



j
of P



satisfy r

j
 r
j
% q
j
 that is



 
% dc
where dc denotes the dierential of c as a function on 

 
Note that the unitarity of V is only used up to Oh

 in order to ensure that the subprincipal
symbols of the transformed system are realvalued
 Microlocal analysis
The aim of this section is to present a minimal version of the microlocal analysis needed in order
to give a precise and usable denition of what we call microlocal solutions of pseudodierential
systems section 

The results can be retrieved from   	  however note that we focus here a little bit
more on the microlocal point of view and assumptions about behavior at innity are usually
irrelevant in this theory
 Symbols
We recall here the basic denitions of symbols and classical symbols One reason for including
here this standard material besides the sake of completeness is that our work mainly deals with
local properties in a neighborhood of a point or at least in a neighborhood of a compact region
of the phase space and for this purpose a very simple notion of "symbols" can be introduced
which is the following 
Denition  A family of complexvalued functions ph
hH
on a manifold Z where H is a
subset of R having  as an accumulation point is called a compactly supported symbol if there
exists a compact set K  Z and an integer m  Z such that every ph is a C

function with
support in K such that 
	C

 st 	h  H sup
zZ
j

z
pzhj  C

h
m
 
We denote by S
m

Z the vector space of all such symbols If we drop the condition on the support
we obtain the space of all symbols of order m denoted by S
m
Z
The notation S
m

Z shall be used in any assertion that holds for S
m

Z as well as for S
m
Z
Remark  In the notation S
m

Z we forgot the dependence in H Somewhat later we
will have to be more careful but this omission is harmless at this point 
Note that S
m

Z  S
m


Z form  m

and due to the Leibniz formula the space S


Z 
S
mZ
S
m

Z of symbols of any order is a graded algebra for the usual multiplication It is also
clear that S
m

Z  h
m
S


Z If Z sits in a symplectic manifold we can also endow S


Z
with the Poisson bracket fp

h p

hg turning it into a graded Poisson algebra
Denition  A symbol ph
hH
 S
m

Z is said to be classical if it admits an asymptotic
expansion of the form 
pzh 
X
km
p
k
zh
k

in the sense that 	N  m ph

P
N
km
p
k
h
k
 S
N

Z
Remark  If we apply the above denitions to symbols independent of z we get the notion
of a constant symbol We will let C
h
	 S

Z denote the algebra of such constants With
that respect the spaces S

Z and S


Z can be considered as modules over C
h
 
A functional calculus can be performed on symbols of nonnegative order we will only need
the following  if ph  S
m

Z with m   then exp ph  S

Z Conversely let qh be
an element of S


Z if  is any proper simplyconnected open subset of Z on which qh is

elliptic ie jqhj  c   on  for all h then one can dene a symbol ph  S


Z such
that qh  exp ph on 
Everything can be restated in the classical category
Denition  We say that a symbol is Oh

 if it is in S
m
Z for all m   We denote by
S

Z the subspace of all such symbols Similarly S


Z is the intersection of all S
m

Z
Now the spaces that will be really of interest for us are the quotient spaces S


ZS


Z
Elements in the same class will be called microlocally equal on Z This word is easily justied
when Z is a subset of a T

X its extension to any Z should raise no problem The space
of classical symbols modulo microlocal equality can then be isomorphically identied with the
space of formal expansions of the form
P
km
p
k
zh
k
 Note also that the classical constant
symbols modulo microlocal equality form the eld of numerical formal series in h In general
as it is easily veried the quotient of C
h
by microlocal equality is a eld that we will denote by
&
C
h

In order to get meaningful information from the quantization conditions that we are going
to derive later we need to consider symbols depending uniformly on a parameter E  R
n
 By
uniformly we mean that for every compact subset B of R
n
 the estimate  is valid uniformly
for E  B In the classical case this is true for instance if each p
k
depends continuously on E
 Pseudodierential operators
For the general theory we refer to 	  Proofs can usually be derived from the homogeneous
theory of Hormander  We wish here to present a microlocal version of the standard classes of
pseudodierential operators Let X be a dierentiable manifold of dimension n andM  T

X
In every local coordinates a compactly supported pseudodierential operator P h on an open
subset U of X is an operator with smooth kernel of the form 
K
h
x y 

h
n
Z
R
n
e
i
h
xy
ax y hd 
where ah is a symbol in S


U U R
n
 Note that K
h
has compact support in U U  hence
these operators are continuous linear operators for xed h from C

U to C


U or even
from distributions D

U to C


U We shall assume that a C

half density jdxj


is given on
X so that each function u on X is associated with the half density ujdxj



Pseudodierential operators have a Weyl symbol which is a hdependent function ph 

W
P h onM  such that P h can be retrieved from ph by the socalled Weyl quantization
scheme 
Op
W
phux 

h
n
Z
e
i
h
xy
p
x% y

 huydyd 
Now let ph  S
m

 and   C


equal to  in some neighborhood of   R
n
 We
have ax y h  p
xy

 hx 
 y  S
m

U  U  R
n
 which allows us to form a pseudo
dierential operator Op
W
	
ph via  Then one can show that the Weyl symbol of the
latter pseudodierential operator although perhaps not of compact support is nevertheless
microlocally equal to ph on  That motivates the following denitions 

Denition  Let  be an open subset of M  in which we have symplectic coordinates x 
We suppose here that x varies in U  an open subset of X containing  where  is the natural
projection T

X  X A compactly supported pseudodierential operator P h on U will be
called hsmoothing or 	Oh


 on  or element of #


 if its Weyl symbol belongs to the
space S


The quantization procedure Op
W
	
ph is therefore independent of  modulo #



Denition 	 We denote by #
m

 the space of compactly supported pseudodierential op
erators of the form Op
W
	
ph % #


 for any ph and  dened as above
Remark  Dealing with pseudodierential operators we shall always assume that the
symbols involved are classical 
This denition leads to an isomorphism between the spaces #
m

#


 and
S
m

S


 for the latter is isomorphic to
S
m

S

S

 This isomorphism still denoted by 
W

depends on the local coordinates but we recall that the rst two terms in the asymptotic expan
sions of the Weyl symbols are intrinsically dened on T

X provided we let pseudodierential
operators act on halfdensities the proof of this was given in  prop  for homogeneous
pseudodierential operators ie without a small parameter h and applies to our situation
with no essential change these two terms are respectively called the principal and subprincipal
symbols and are compactly supported
It also ensures that theses classes of pseudodierential operators are stable with respect to
the operations of composition and taking adjoints
We are now able to dene the notion of the restriction of a pseudodierential operator
namely if N is any subset of  two elements P h and Qh of #
m

 will be called microlocally
equal onN  and written P  Q onN if 
W
P   
W
Q on N  Then we can perform inversion
of elliptic operators in the following sense P h  #
m

 is elliptic at a point m if its principal
symbol does not vanish at m Then there is a neighborhood N of m and a Qh  #
m

 such
that PQ  QP  I on N  where I is a pseudodierential operator satisfying I  Op
W
 on
N 
Remark  The space of Weyl symbols is naturally equipped with the Lie algebra structure
given by the symplectic Poisson bracket On the other hand the space of pseudodierential
operators has a natural Lie operator algebra structure Though it is known that there is no hope
for nding a quantization isomorphism that fully respects this Lie algebra structure the Weyl
quantization has the notsobad following behavior see   Let p

h and p

h be symbols
of order  and P

h and P

h their Weylquantization Then P

 P

 is a pseudodierential
operator of order  and of Weyl symbol
h
i

fp

 p

g%Oh



 
In particular the subprincipal symbol of P

 P

 is easily computed in terms of those of P

and
P



sub

i
h
P

 P

  fp


 
sub
P

g% f
sub
P

 p


g

where p
j

is the principal symbol of P
j
 
Remark 	 The above classes of operators would be purely abstract if we could not relate
them to usual hadmissible pseudodierential operators in the sense of 	 and others for which
additional assumptions concerning the behavior of the symbols at innity are needed Such a
link is here easy if P h  #
m

 where  is some open subset of R
n
 we can form a strongly
admissible pseudodierential operator on R
n
by extending the Weyl symbol to zero outside its
support and using a Op
W
	
quantization Conversely if Qh is an admissible pseudodierential
operator in the sense of 	 it has a Weyl symbol that we can cut to make it compactly
supported in  and get a P h again If Qh was already obtained by a
$
P h in #
m

 then
by denition the new P h will microlocally coincide with
$
P h on the set where the cutos
are both equal to  The interest of this microlocalization procedure will be made clear in the
next section prop  
Finally compactly supported pseudodierential operators on manifolds can then be dened
to be locally nite sums of operators admitting the above description in a local coordinate chart
The principal and subprincipal symbols remain welldened functions on T

X
 Fourier integral operators
Similarly to the space #


 microlocal classes of Fourier integral operators can be constructed
We will here skip most of the details Let X Y be dierentiable manifolds and 
X
and 
Y
open subsets of T

X and T

Y respectively Suppose we have a symplectic dieomorphism 
from 
Y
to 
X
 Let  be the graph of  in 
X

Y
 It is an immersed Lagrangean submanifold
of T

X  T

Y  where T

Y denotes the cotangent T

Y equipped with 
 the opposite of the
standard symplectic form Thus  admit parameterization by nondegenerate phase functions
    

 For details about this construction refer to 
 or  Following  we dene
#
m


X

Y
  to be the space of operators whose kernel is microlocally equal to a compactly
supported classical hoscillatory integral on  see paragraph  On each 

 it has a principal
symbol dened as a function on 

 A Fourier integral operator Uh is said to be elliptic at
a point x  or equivalently at the point 

x  if its principal symbol does not vanish at


x  x   


These operators behave as expected with respect to composition and microlocal inversion of
elliptic operators Most important for us they allow to nd normal forms for pseudodierential
operators thanks to the celebrated theorem of Egorov  if P h is a pseudodierential operator
on 
X
of principal symbol p and Uh an Fourier integral operator elliptic at a point x  then
U

PU is near 

x  a pseudodierential operator of principal symbol p  
 hadmissible functionals
In the above we have let pseudodierential operators act on hindependent distribution half
densities which is of course not enough for our purposes Let U be a regular domain in R
n

If u  D

U


 then for any pseudodierential operator P h Pu is a compactly supported
distribution hence in the Sobolev space H
s
for some integer s this holds for any xed h In
order to get asymptotic information for all h  H we are lead to the following denition see
	 prop IV
 

Denition 
 A family u
h

hH
of distribution half densities is called admissible on  if for
any pseudodierential operator P h  #


 there is an N  Z and some s  Z such that
h
N
Pu
h
 is uniformly bounded in H
s
U for all h  H We denote by D
h
 this space of
admissible functionals
D
h
 is then a C
h
module that is by denition stable under the action of #
m


Proposition  If u
h
is admissible on  then for any P h  #


 there is an N

 Z such
that h
N

Pu
h
is bounded in L

U
Proof see  p	
 One can nd an elliptic operator Dh that is a zeroorder
usual pseudodierential operator on U  that uniformly maps L

U into some power of h times
H
s
U extend to R
n
 and take D  h
s

' % jxj

% 
s
 Let D

be a right inverse
of D and P h  #


 be as in denition  So there is a N

and a C   such that
kD

hP hu
h
k
L

U
 Ch
N

 Now let 

  and let Ih  #




 have symbol equal
to  on a neighborhood of  Then Ih 
 P h  #


 and by the symbolic calculus
IhDh  #




 Therefore IhDh is uniformly L

continuous 	 thII and we can
write kP hu
h
k
L

 kIhDhD

hP hu
h
k
L

%Oh

  C

h
N

 
A natural notion of microlocal equality for admissible functionals can now be dened 
Denition  D

h
 denotes the space of u
h
 D
h
 such that for any pseudodierential
operator P h  #


 we have 
kPu
h
k
L

U
 Oh


Two admissible functionals u
h
and v
h
are called microlocally equal on  if they belong to the
same class modulo D

h
 Following  we will write 	u
h
 v
h
on 
 in that case If
m  T

X we say that u
h
 v
h
at the point m if there exists an open neighborhood  of m such
that u
h
 v
h
on 
Note that because the above denition only involves estimates on compact subsets of  u
h
 v
h
on  if and only if u
h
 v
h
at each point of  Moreover to test microlocal equality at a point
it is sucient to pick up an elliptic operator that satises the required estimate There again
we have obvious although useful properties 
Proposition   if P h  #


 then for all u
h
 D
h
 Pu
h
  on 
 if u
h
  on  then for all P h  #


 Pu
h
  on 
This is essentially due to the L

continuity of pseudodierential operator of order  In other
words the quotient space #


#


 acts naturally on D
h
D

h
 This says that the
action of a pseudodierential operator on an admissible functional is microlocally given by
the formal Weyl symbol 
W
 Note also that the space D
h
D

h
 has the structure of a
&
C
h
vector space
In particular if N is any subset of  the denition 	 gives a natural microlocal equality on
N  which is compatible with the notion of restriction of a pseudodierential operator previously
introduced two pseudodierential operators microlocally equal on N have the same action on
two admissible functionals microlocally equal on N 
The same remark applies for the following interesting result 

Proposition  If Qh is a global admissible pseudodierential operator in R
n
in the sense
of   an open subset of R
n
 u
h
an admissible functional in  and P h  #


 a
microlocalization of Q in a compact K of  then Qu
h
is admissible in  and 
Qu
h
 Pu
h
on K
Alternatively one can relate this notion of microlocal equality for admissible functionals to
the socalled semiclassical wave front set as introduced in 	  and denoted by WF
h
u
h

This notion is not stabilized yet in the sense that depending on authors it includes or not
uniform estimates at innity see remark in  p Anyhow the simpler part of WF
h

that is to say its intersection with T

X is dened as follows 
suppose u
h
is admissible on T

X Then WF
h
u
h
  T

X is the complement subset in T

X
of the biggest open subset  such that u
h
  on 
The denition is of course based upon the homogeneous wave front set introduced by
Hormander see  sec It has a useful local characterization in terms of the semiclassical
Fourier transform 
Lemma    An admissible functional u
h
microlocally vanishes at the point x
o
 
o
 
T

X equivalently x
o
 

  WF
h
u
h
 if and only if there exists a function   C


X with
x
o
   such that in some local coordinates 
F
h
u
h
  Oh


uniformly for  in a neighborhood of 
o

Here F
h
denotes the semiclassical Fourier transform 
F
h


h
n

Z
R
n
e

i
h
x
dx
we will sometimes use the usual Fourier transform F  F

 Note that F
h
is a priori dened
for tempered distributions but the Fourier transform of a compactly supported distribution in
R
n
can be thought as a continuous function it is analytic For the proof of this lemma one
constructs a compactly supported pseudodierential operator with rectangular support that
is with symbol of the form x
Unfortunately because of the lack of uniform estimates in the bers one should not expect
an analogue of theorem  of the previously cited article  Indeed if U is an open set of
X then WF
h
u
h
  T

U   does not imply that u
h
is locally Oh

 on U  For instance one
easily sees from lemma  that u
h
x  axe
ixh

is microlocally zero on T

R
n
 while obviously
not locally Oh


The solution found in  for functionals on R
n
is to extend the wave front set to a subset
of the compactied cotangent bundle obtained by adding a point at innity to each direction 
An admissible functional u
h
is then said to be microlocally zero in the direction x

R



 if
for large  in a conic neighborhood of 

 and for any cuto function  the Fourier transform 
F
h
u
h

is of order Oh
N
jj
N
 for all N   Then the following statement is valid 

Lemma 	 An admissible functional u
h
is Oh

 uniformly for x near x
o
if and only if there
exists a function   C


X with x
o
   such that 
F
h
u
h
  Oh
N
 % jj
N

for all   R
n
 for all N  N
The condition expressed by this lemma is that there exists a neighborhood U of x
o
such that u
h
is microlocally zero in T

U as well as in all directions of T

U 
Similarly to lemma  we have for instance the following fact  let u
h
be an admissible
functional dened on R
n
 so that F
h
u
h
makes sense If F
h
u
h
is a Oh

 function in a neigh
borhood of any  in an open set ( then u
h
is microlocally zero in the whole R
n
 ( This
allows the following construction  let   

%   % 
k
be a partition of unity subordinated to
the open cover
S
j
(
j
in the space Let U be an open subset of R
n
with compact closure If
v
j
h
 j       k are admissible functionals on U (
j
that microlocally coincide on nonempty
intersections U  (
j

     (
j
l
 one can dene an admissible functional u
h
on U 
S
j
(
j
by
cutting o the v
j
h
"s outside U in R
n
and requiring 
F
h
u
h

k
X
j

j
F
h
v
j

Then u
h
microlocally coincides with each v
j
h
on U (
j
 Indeed from the microlocal equality
of the v
j
h
"s on nonempty intersections and the compactness of their support it follows from
lemma  that the Fourier transforms F
h
v
j
h
are C

functions that coincide with each other up
to Oh

 around each point of such nonempty intersections Thus F
h
u
h
also has that common
value around these points which yields the result 
Finally if Uh  #
m


X

Y
  then for any admissible u
h
in 
Y
 Uu
h
is admissible in

X
 and because of Egorov"s theorem U transports the wave front set by 
	 Microlocal solutions
Denition  Let  be an open set in T

X An admissible functional u
h
 D
h
 is called a
microlocal solution on  of a system P

h     P
k
h of pseudodierential operators if 
	j       k P
j
u
h
  on 
We allow here to choose a suitable set H where h is to vary The space of all microlocal solutions
of P

     P
k
 modulo microlocal equality will be viewed as a
&
C
h
vector space Because of
microlocal inversion of elliptic operators any such solution is microlocalized in
T
j
p

j

which means that WF
h
u
h
 must lie in this set p
j
denotes the principal symbol of P
j
 If two
solutions have dierent nonempty wave front sets then they are independent In case the p
j
"s
are realvalued the propagation of singularities theorem states that WF
h
u
h
 is locally stable
under the action of the Hamiltonian ow of p
j

As we will see later global problems often have no solution in the previous sense Suppose
that the P
j
depend continuously on an additional parameter E in a compact topological space
	
V cf end of section  Depending on the degeneracy of the p
j
"s it might be impossible to
nd a solution in the previous sense for some E and depending on E the appropriate sets H
E
where h varies might be disjoint Still the whole theory being asymptotic we need to control
things when h tends to zero ! Therefore we introduce the following 
Denition  Let ) be a subset of    V  Let H be the projection of ) onto   We
assume that  is an accumulation point of H We say that a family u
h
E

h
E	
is admissible
if denition  holds uniformly for hE  )
Recall that E varies in a compact Accordingly u
h
E
microlocally vanishes at pointm if there is
an elliptic pseudodierential operator P h at m such that kPu
h
E
k
L

U
 Oh

 uniformly
for hE  ) Thus we are still able to dene a semiclassical wavefront set WF
h
u
h
E

Now if u
h
E
is admissible and P
E
j
depend continuously on E then P
E
j
u
h
E
is admissible
and we say that u
h
E
is a microlocal solution of the system P
E

     P
E
k
 on  if P
E
j
u
h
E
 
on  according to that denition Then we have 
Proposition 
 Let u
h
E
be a microlocal solution of the equation P
E
u
h
E
  on  The
following inclusion holds 
WF
h
u
h
E
  fx   T

X E
o
 V
o
 p
E
o
x   g
where V
o
is the set of E
o
 V such that  E
o
 is an accumulation point of ) p
E
is the principal
symbol of P
E
h
Proof  Let x   T

X such that for any E
o
 V
o
 the principal symbol p
E
o
is non zero at
x  Since V
o
is compact and p
E
is continuous in E then there is an open neighborhood V of
V
o
and a constant c   such that for E  V jp
E
j  c Then there is an open neighborhood  of
x  on which that remains valid The complement V
c
being a compact set of nonaccumulation
points we can pick up a h
o
such that  h
o
V
c
) is empty From now on we will therefore
restrict ) to  h
o
V Because of the uniform ellipticity of P
E
on  for hE in that new )
we can construct a pseudodierential operator Q
E
h depending continuously on E  V such
that Q
E
P
E
 I on  It is not dicult to see that if an admissible v
h
E
is microlocally zero
at a point m then for any pseudodierential operator Q
E
h depending continuously on E in
some compact then Q
E
v
h
E
is still microlocally zero Back in our problem we see that 
u
h
E
  at x 
which is what we needed to prove 

 Oscillatory integrals
The WKB ansatz for solving Schrodingertype equations consists of restricting the scope of
solutions to a subspace of admissible functionals  the space of oscillatory integrals that we
wish to describe now These functions have a long history particularly in Quantum mechanics
and it is well known since the treatise of Maslov  made more rigorous and expounded by
Hormander and Duistermaat see in particular 
 that they are particularly t to locally solve


generic microlocal pseudodierential equations In fact as we shall see later in some cases all
solutions are microlocally equal to oscillatory integrals
We recall here the denitions of 
 with some precisions
We are given an compact immersed Lagrangean manifold   T

X endowed with a smooth
halfdensity  Suppose that is xed a covering of  with simply connected embedded open
subsets 

k
described by reduced phase functions 
k
x  reduced means that the number
of additional oscillatory variables  is exactly the maximum dimension of the kernel of d
where  is the projection 

 X This dimension is known to be the minimum dimension of 
variables needed for a phase function dening    theo  or 
   gives rise to
a function on 

 that we still denote by   whose exterior dierential is the Liouville form



An oscillatory symbol on 

is a halfdensity h on 

of the form 
h  che
i
h

ah
with ch  C
h
 and ah a classical symbol in S



 Will will say that  is classical if c is
If ah is of order  and elliptic on 

as we will generally assume we will prefer the
notation 
h  e
ichi
h
 
where ch  C
h
 and *h is a S

valued classical symbol on 

of order 
 whose principal
symbol



h
satises 
d*

 


As usual we denote by j

the local dieomorphism from C

to 

given by x  
x

x
x  where C

 fx   X R
N



x   g
An oscillatory integral on 

is a halfdensity on X of the form 
u
h
x 
ch
ih
N

Z
R
N
e
i
h
x

bx hdjdxj


 
where ch  C
h
 and bh is a classical symbol in S


X  R
N
 Then
  j




ce
i
h

b
C


is an oscillating symbol u
h
is an admissible functional and because of the stationary phase
formula is uniquely dened modulo microlocal equality by the asymptotic expansion of bh on
any neighborhood of C

  is thus well dened by u
h
modulo microlocal equality
Denition  An admissible functional u
h
is a Lagrangean distribution on  if there is a
cover   

such that u
h
is microlocally equal to an oscillatory integral on each 


On each 

 such Lagrangean distributions have a symbol h dened modulo Oh

 but in
general N   the morphism u
h
 h is not injective however one can prove that it is
an isomorphism at the principal level if u
h
can be written with bh of order m such that the

hm
part of h vanishes on a neighborhood of x
o
 
o
  

 then near j


x
o
 
o
 u
h
can be
rewritten with a bh

of order m% 
On the other way round the symbol map is surjective and one can construct right inverses
Maslov canonical operators in the following way  let h be a oscillatory symbol near
x
o
 
o
  

 Then it denes the function bh on a neighborhood of b
o
 j


x
o
 
o
 in C


If N   C

is a proper submanifold of X  R
N
 Let B
o
be a subbundle of T X  R
N

supplementary to TC

near b
o
 One denes the germs of b on C

to be zero along B
o
 and
smoothly extends b to X  R
N
accordingly Then b has the same horder as h and the
oscillatory integral u
h
 Op so constructed has symbol h mod Oh


Of course since we have not made any mention to the KellerMaslov bundle yet the symbol of
a Lagrangean distribution depends on the phase function  considered The result of Hormander
Maslov is the following  if u
h
and v
h
are zeroth order oscillatory integrals on 

and 

respectively that are equal modulo Oh at a point x   

 

 then there is an integer 
such that at the principal level 
u
h
 e
i



v
h
% Oh at x  Because of the normalization
in    


 

 where for a phase function g 
g
is the signature of the Hessian of g at
x  minus N
g

With these transition functions one can globally dene the principal symbol of a Lagrangean
distribution as a section of the KellerMaslov bundle In the sequel Maslov indices will always
be prompted very clearly so we don"t insist any further on that point
Note that if u
h
serves to construct a Fourier integral operator Uh as mentioned in section
 then the principal symbol of u
h
is invariantly dened by U 
If the symbol is elliptic and we write it as  we will refer to *h as the total phase of u
h

and the principal phase is



h
%*

 both dened modulo a constant ch  C
h

Finally we admit the dependence of a Lagrangean distribution on an additional parameter
E provided the involved estimates are uniform in the sense of denition  It is the case for
instance if the symbol b depends continuously on E
 Nonsingular quantization conditions
Let P

h     P
n
h be a semiclassical integrable system and denote by 

the principal La
grangean manifold associated to it 

may be critical but in this section we shall work on a sub
manifold   

consisting only of nonsingular points of the momentum mapping p

     p
n

Moreover we shall always assume that  is compact
With these data we express a necessary and sucient condition for the existence of mi
crolocal solutions of the system on  proposition  Thanks to the WKB construction we
prove that this condition involves at least at the principal level geometrical characteristics of
the system namely the Liouville form 

and the subprincipal form 
 theorem 

As an application we recover the wellknown MaslovBohrSommerfeld quantization condi
tions for Oh

 solutions in the case where   

is a whole nonsingular Liouville torus
When the system depends smoothly on an ndimensional parameter E in a suitable sense
the above results are seen to be uniform on E which will allow us to apply the quantization
condition to the study of semiclassical spectra In the case of a nonsingular Liouville torus
the study of the spectrum was also completely carried out with a dierent approach in 

	 Dimension of microlocal solutions
The following result is a generalization of lemma 
 of 
Proposition 	 Let x   be a nonsingular point of 

 The space of microlocal solutions of
the system P
i
u   on a neighborhood of x modulo microlocal equality has dimension 
If x  

 the space of solutions of this system has dimension 
Proof  The second point comes from the fact that near x the system is elliptic hence microlo
cally invertible see proposition 
Concerning the rst one we use the following microlocal normal form which is standard 
Lemma 	 There exists an elliptic Fourier integral operator Uh associated to a Darboux
Caratheodory coordinate chart x  such that
U

P
j
U 
h
i

x
j
on a neighborhood of x If every P
j
is formally selfadjoint then U can be chosen to be unitary
mod Oh


Accordingly transformed the system always admits the constant solutions It remains now to
prove that these are the only ones that is that any solution u
h
of

x
j
u   is microlocally
constant Let u
h
be such a solution We can always assume that it is compactly supported We
want now to cuto in the frequencies which we do in the following way 
Let v
h
an admissible functional dened by F
h
v
h
 F
h
u
h
 where the cuto function 
is C


and has value  on a neighborhood of  Then u
h
and v
h
are microlocally equal on a
neighborhood of  Moreover v
h
is a local solution modulo Oh

 of the system near  This
comes from the fact that F
h

h
i
v
h
x
j
  
j
F
h
v
h
satises the hypothesis of lemma 
We have thus reduced the problem to a system of the form 
d
h
v
h
 w
h
 Oh


on a neighborhood of  here d
h
denotes the exterior dierential operator d
h
 
h
i

x

    
h
i

x
n

The solutions of this system are necessarily of the form
cste
h
%
i
h
Z


w
h
txxdt
The second term in the sum is Oh

 as w
h
was Hence it is microlocally zero which gives the
result 
Let 
t
 

t

      
n
t
n
 be the classical ow associated to the momentum map of the
system By transport of singularities we obtain the following corollary 
Corollary 	 If the action of 
t
on  is transitive then the space of microlocal solutions of
the system P
i
u   on  has dimension at most 

If we restrict to a simply connected open subset  of 

 and if all trajectories of the ow
remain open which is automatic if  contains no singular point then local microlocal solutions
can be glued together to obtain a nontrivial solution of the system on  This occurs for instance
if  is obtained by propagating a nonsingular point of 

by the ow during a short time cf
theorem  of 

As soon as we have closed trajectories we get obstructions which we describe in the following
paragraph Later on paragraph  we will show how to interpret these obstructions thanks
to the WKB method and get the socalled BohrSommerfeld quantization conditions
	 The bundle of microlocal solutions
For x   let L
h
x be the dimensional vector space over
&
C
h
of microlocal solutions of the
system at the point x modulo microlocal equality For any open subset  of  the disjoint
union L
h
 of the L
h
x x   has a natural structure of a
&
C
h
line bundle over  dened
by the following local trivializations  if   

 where every 

is chosen small enough so
that the system admits a nontrivial microlocal solution u

h
on it then we dene 


to be the
isomorphism 



 
&
C
h
 L
h

x ch  chu

h
 	
If we restrict to nontrivial solutions this also denes a principal bundle
+
L
h
 over  with
structure group
&
C
h


&
C
h
n f
&
g This bundle has a natural at connection whose parallel
sections are those that are locally constant in the above trivializations from the innitesimal
viewpoint its horizontal distribution is dened to be the image of the standard horizontal spaces
of 
&
C
h
by the trivialization maps 


 It is well dened because on intersections 

 


such trivializations dier by a constant due to proposition  By the same argument it is
also independent of the set of microlocal solutions u

h
chosen to dene the trivializations The
interest of this connection is stressed by the following lemma 
Lemma 	 There is a natural identication of the space of nontrivial microlocal solutions of
the system on an open subset    with parallel sections of
+
L
h

Proof  Let us rst consider the case   

 The general case will follow by a microlocal
partition of unity Now using the trivialization 


 a section of L
h


 takes the form 

h
x  cxhu

h

This section is parallel if and only if cxh  ch is a constant modulo microlocal equality
of course so by proposition  if and only if 
h
x  
h
is a microlocal solution on 

 It is
nontrivial if and only if c
h
 
Now assume  is any open subset of  One sense is obvious  if u
h
is a nontrivial solution
on  then it can be used to trivialize the line bundle L
h
 as in 	 Now since the denition
of the connection is independent of the chosen solutions the constant section 
h
x  u
h
is a
parallel section

On the other way round suppose 
h
x is a parallel section of
+
L
h
 Then we proved
that its restrictions to each 

are nontrivial microlocal solutions v

h
on 

 Let P

h be a
pseudodierential partition of unity on  subordinated to the cover 

it means that the Weyl
symbols form a C


partition of unity of  Then each P

v

h
is an admissible functional on a
neighborhood of  and the sum
v
h

X

P

v

h
is microlocally equal to v

h
and hence to 
h
 on each 

 Therefore v
h
is a microlocal solution
on  whose associated parallel section is 
h
 This terminates the proof of the lemma 
Thus the obstruction to the existence of a microlocal solution on  only lies in the holonomy
of the connection which in this case describes the monodromy of the solution This holonomy
can be represented by the cohomology class of a
,
Cech cocycle on  with values in
&
C
h


Summarizing we get 
Proposition 		 There exists a nontrivial microlocal solution of the system on  if and only
if the holonomy cocycle of the
&
C
h

principal bundle
+
L
h
 with its natural at connection has
microlocally trivial cohomology
From now on our principal task will be to explicit that holonomy Besides the above denition
we can give a direct and more concrete description of it in terms of
,
Cech cohomology that shall
be more ecient for our further analysis
We still let 

be a nite cover of  by simply connected open subsets such that each


admits a neighborhood in M on which proposition  applies We thus get a family u

h
of nontrivial microlocal solutions of the system on 

 Moreover on nonempty intersections


 

 the same proposition arms the existence of unique nonzero constants c

h  C

h
such that 
u

h
 c

u

h
on 

 


The c

"s satisfy the cocycle condition 
c

 c

c

on every nonempty intersection 

 

 

 Furthermore another choice of solutions u


h
would give rise to constants c


diering by a coboundary d

h 
c



d

d

c


This
,
Cech cocycle c

is exactly the holonomy form of the connection introduced above The
matching conditions are then the following 
there exists a nontrivial microlocal solution on  if and only if c

h is a coboundary
modulo Oh


It is of course a simple reformulation of proposition  In the sequel instead of the
complexvalued
,
Cech cocycle ch we will rather deal with the two realvalued cocycles obtained
via the exponential representation 
c

 e


e
i



in which 

h  R and 

h  T We denote by h and h the corresponding
,
Cech
cocycles
Proposition 	
 Suppose that every P
j
is formally selfadjoint Then h is microlocally
trivial and h admits an asymptotic expansion of the form 
h 
X
k

k
h
k

Proof  We cover  by open subsets 

on which the normal form of lemma  applies
This gives rise to a family of microlocally unitary Fourier integral operators U

h on 

 An
associated set of solutions is given by u

h
 U



 where 

denotes an admissible functional
microlocally equal to the constant  on 

 Suppose 

 

is a nonempty intersection and
let x be an element of it Finally let 
x
denote an admissible functional microlocally equal to
 on a neighborhood of x On x we have u

h
 U


x
and u

h
 U


x
 Therefore the constant
c

h is given by 
c


x
 U



U


x

The unitarity of the Fourier integral operators implies that jc

j   which gives the rst
statement of the proposition
Now U



U

is an elliptic Fourier integral operator which implies that U



U


x
is
at x a classical Lagrangean distribution with a symbol of the form  This gives the last
statement of the proposition 
Remark 	 The description of the cocycle c

h involves no regularity on  And indeed
the notion of a at line bundle with holonomy is welldened on any topological manifold This
will enable us in section 	 to apply that description on a singular Lagrangean For the
moment however the C

structure of  makes it possible to apply the De Rham isomorphism
and get a smooth connection form h on  In the next sections precisely we show how the
forms 

and 
 enter the picture 
	 WKB method
Although this might not seem obvious propositions  and  are essentially related to the
celebrated WKB construction
The WKB method for solving pseudodierential equations consists in looking for a special
kind of approximate solutions called oscillatory integrals see section  The use of semi
classical oscillatory integral in mathematics was initiated by Maslov and pursued by dierent
authors including Arnold Hormander and Duistermaat The result is that provided we are
given an invariant halfdensity on  this will come from the Liouville measure we can always
construct such solutions in a neighborhood of a nonsingular point of 

 According to propo
sition  such a solution has to be the only one  up to multiplicative constant This means
that we can freely use the WKB construction to look for general properties of our microlocal
integrable systems This is the goal of the following paragraph

Note that we previously constructed microlocal solutions via another method namely the
use of a normal form The link with oscillatory integrals lies in the use of a Fourier integral
operator more precisely with the notations of lemma  the admissible functional U is a
Lagrangean distribution that is a microlocal solution of the system on a neighborhood of x 
denotes a functional microlocally equal to the constant  on a neighborhood of x
The derivation of the transport equations in the WKB method for completely integrable
systems is fairly standard now see for instance 
 and our aim here is only to briey recall
the idea Of particular importance is the entrance of the subprincipal form 
 into the picture
Let u
h
be a Lagrangean distribution on 

of order  To ensure that it is not trivial we
assume that it is elliptic at a point x

 

  

 so that we use the notation  for the symbol
h we assume that we work on a xed 

 The viewpoint here is to nd conditions on  in
order that u
h
be a microlocal solution of the completely integrable system at x

 


First of all if one looks for a solution up to Oh terms one nds the condition that *

is
indeed a phase function for 

 ie  on 


d*

h



h

Note that this rst condition only involves the principal symbols of the P
j
"s
Keeping *

xed one can look now for a solution up to Oh

 Since we suppose that the
subprincipal symbols are real which occurs for instance if the P
j
"s are formally selfadjoint
then this raises two necessary and sucient conditions  a the halfdensity  must be invariant
with respect to the Hamiltonian action of the system b on 

 one must have
d*

 

where 
 is the subprincipal form of the system Because of condition a we can assume that  is
the canonical Liouville halfdensity on 

 Condition b implies that 
 must be closed which is
already given by the fact that the P
j
"s commute with each other up to the order Oh

 Finally
note that if the subprincipal symbols are complexvalued the conditions are still sucient but
not necessary
The previous step generalizes by induction to provide solutions up to any order However
notice that the two conditions obtained above depend only on the principal symbol of u
h
and
on some closed forms uniquely dened by the system The next conditions involving higher
order terms of the symbol won"t of course be invariantly dened anymore Still there is a way
to keep track of the total symbol of u
h
 and this is to x a Canonical operator see section
 u
h
 Oph as stated in the following proposition 
Proposition 	 Let 

be a neighborhood of x

 

 in 

described by a phase function
 Let Op be a Canonical operator on 

 There exists closed realvalued forms 

k
 k 

       on 

such that 
The oscillatory integral u
h
 Ope
i
h
 is a microlocal solution of the system up to
the order Oh
N
 on 

if and only if the *
k
s k  
     N 
  satisfy 
d*
k
 

k




is the Liouville form 

restricted to 

 and 


is the subprincipal form 
 For k  


k
depends on the Opquantization

A similar result holds if the P
j
"s depend continuously on a parameter E Note that in 

p
 YColin de Verdiere included the dependence on a parameter directly in the denition of
the oscillatory symbols
	 The regular quantization conditions
Theorem 	 We still assume that the P
j
s are formally selfadjoint and that  is a regular
open subset of 


Let h  H

T be as in proposition  the holonomy phase of the microlocal bundle
+
L
h
 There exists a nontrivial microlocal solution of the system on  if and only if
h  H

 Z %Oh


and any other solution is then a multiple of it Moreover  admits the following expansion 
h  


%

X
k

k
h
k

where  is the Maslov cocycle 

is the restriction of Liouville form 

on  and 

 


is the subprincipal form of the system
Proof  The rst points are direct consequences of propositions   and  It remains
to prove the statement about the principal terms of the asymptotic expansion of  We cover
 by simply connected open subsets 

such that each 

admits a representation by a non
degenerate phase function 

 The most immediate consequence of proposition 	 is that
microlocal solutions as Lagrangean distributions always exist on 

 Let us denote by u

h
such a
set of solutions and by *

h their principal phases Finally we let 

be the integral value
of Maslov"s cocycle associated with that cover
The equation
u

h
 c

hu

h
on 

 

implies that arg c

is mod Oh the dierence of the principal phases of u

and u

 plus the
value of the corresponding Maslov cocycle That is
arg c

h  *

h 
*

h % 



%Oh
Because of proposition 	 *


 *

is the value of a
,
Cech cocycle whose cohomology is repre
sented via the de Rham isomorphism by the cohomology of the smooth form


h
%
 restricted
to  Therefore arg c

is represented modulo Oh by



h
% 
 % 


 Since arg c

is itself
a representative of  the theorem is proved 
If   

is a whole Liouville torus the principal terms in the quantization condition
yield the wellknown MaslovBohrSommerfeld quantization condition  For all closed paths 
in 

or equivalently for the n standard generators of H



 obtained through actionangle
coordinates

h
Z



%
Z


% 


 Z%Oh 


		 Spectral parameter dependence
The motivation of this paragraph is to make the above results suitable for studying spectral
problems namely for investigating the solutions of the microlocal system 
P

h
E

u
h
      P
n
h
E
n
u
h
 
according to the appropriate denition of microlocal equality section 
In order to do this the operators P
j
in the quantization conditions have to be replaced by
P
j

 E
j
 In the following analysis we will need to state the problem in a slightly more general
setting where we replace P
j
by an operator depending on E in essentially the same way as
P
j

E
j

Denition 	 Let P
i
h be a semiclassical integrable system on an ndimensional manifold
X with principal symbols p
i
 A system P
E
i
h depending smoothly on the parameter E  R
n
will be called regular deformation of P
i
h if for each E P
E

h     P
E
j
h is a semiclassical
integrable system with principal symbols p
E
i
 and there exists a C

function f
E
x  fE x
f  R
n
 R
n
 R
n
such that f

 id and f  is a local dieomorphism of R
n
  such that
p
E

     p
E
n
  f
E
p

     p
n

For such a regular deformation the new Lagrangean foliation 
E
c
is globally the same as the
original one 
c
 with dierent labels  
c
 
E
f
E
c

Now we assume that there is a tubular neighborhood  of  such that for E in a suciently
small compact neighborhood of  the intersections 
E
 
E

 are nonsingular submanifolds
of 
E

 Then it is easy to verify that every result of this section extends to uniform solutions
of the perturbed system P
E
i
h on  In particular we obtain a perturbed cocycle c
E
h that
smoothly depends on E It implies that the terms in the asymptotic expansion in powers of
h of the cocycle 
E
h equal to the argument of c
E
h are locally smooth but possibly
multivalued functions of E At the principal levels this gives a parameter dependent version of
the BohrSommerfeld conditions 
  for any family of loops 
E
drawn on 
E



h
Z

E


%
Z

E


E
% 
E



 Z%Oh 
Remark 	 Let P
E
i
h be such a smooth deformation Then one can look at the family
obtained by letting E  ht where t is a bounded parameter let"s assume for clarity in this
remark that n   everything applies to the manydimensional case as well Using that in
every local coordinates the Weyl symbols of P
E
I
is a smooth function of E one can see that the
operator
$
P
t
h
def
 P
ht
h
is still a classical pseudodierential operator with uniform estimates for bounded t but its
principal and subprincipal symbols are of course not the same as those of P
E
h More precisely
if we denote by r
E
the subprincipal symbol of P
E
 then because of Taylor"s formula 
fE x  f x %E
f
E
 x %   %E
N

N
f
E
N
 x %OE
N
 
	
which holds uniformly for bounded E the principal and subprincipal symbols $p
t
and $r
t
of
$
P
t
h
satisfy 
$p
t
 p

 f

p and $r
t
 r

% t
f
E
E
E
p 
Now let us see what BohrSommerfeld conditions  become First of all  shows that
the principal Lagrangean
$


of the new system is independent of t and equal to 


 Let us
call $

t
the subprincipal form on 


 On the other hand the family of Lagrangean manifolds

E

 ff
E
p  g with E  ht depends smoothly on h let us call 

t
its deformation form
at h   see  dened by 


t
X
f

p
 
t
f
E
E
E
p
Then paragraph  together with  shows that on 



$

t
 


% 

t

Now if 
E
is a smooth family of loops drawn on 
E

 lemma  implies that when E  ht
Z

E



Z




% h
Z




t
%Oh


Since it is clear that
R

E


E

R





%Oh we get 

h
Z

E


%
Z

E


E


h
Z




%
Z


$

t
%Oh
In other words we exactly recover the BohrSommerfeld quantization conditions we would have
expected to nd for the tdependent system
$
P
t
h
Note that this remark will mostly be used with fE x  x
E so that $r
t
 r


 t 
 BohrSommerfeld for a focusfocus singularity

 Integrable systems with a nondegenerate singularity
Let M be any symplectic manifold of dimension n and f

     f
n
a completely integrable
system on M  The system is said to be singular at a point m  M if m is a critical point for
the momentum map F  We shall always suppose in this work that m is of maximal corank as a
critical point which means that each function f
i
is critical at m Without loss of generality we
shall also assume that for all i       n f
i
m  
The mapH that assigns to a smooth function its Hessian atm is a Lie algebra homomorphism
with respect to the Poisson bracket from the Lie algebra of smooth functions that are critical
at m to the Lie algebra of quadratic forms on the tangent space T
m
M  Fixing any local set
of Darboux coordinates the latter is identied with the space Qn of quadratic forms on
R
n
 fx g
Every singular completely integrable system thus gives rise to a linear subalgebra C
F
of
Qn namely the subalgebra generated by fHf

    Hf
n
g Note that C
F
is always
Abelian


Denition 
 Eliasson  A singular completely integrable system with momentum map
F admits m as a nondegenerate singularity if C
F
is a Cartan subalgebra of Qn
Recall that a Cartan subalgebra of a semisimple Lie algebra a is a commutative subalgebra
c that is equal to its commutant and such that for any element H  c ad
H
is a semisimple
endomorphism of a
From the work of Williamson  real Cartan subalgebras of Qn are classied according
to the following scheme 
Theorem 
 Williamson Let c be a real Cartan subalgebra of Qn Then there exists
a symplectic linear change of coordinates in R
n
and a basis q

     q
n
of c such that each q
i
is
one of the following 
 q
i
 x

i
% 

i
elliptic type
 q
i
 x
i

i
hyperbolic type

q
i
 x
i

i
% x
i

i
q
i
 x
i

i

 x
i

i

focusfocus type
If M has dimension  as we shall assume from now on only four combinations are possible
We will restrict ourselves to the case of a focusfocus singularity Note that this is the only
case where m is isolated amongst the set of critical points of F  In particular the singular
foliation 
c
 F

c has for small c only one singular leaf 

 and if  is a suciently small
neighborhood of m in M  then  n fmg is foliated by smooth Lagrangean submanifolds of M  If


is connected this also implies that the critical value  lies in the interior of the image of the
momentum map F  The aim of the following paragraphs is to give a precise description of the
singular bration on a full neighborhood of 

 generalizing the usual ArnoldLiouville theory
for regular bers The results are not new since they are quoted in  and proposition  can
in principle be recovered from  but I believe that the following presentation gives a clearer
account of what is needed for our purposes

 Linear focusfocus
We x here the notations used when referring to a linear focusfocus system on R

 fx y  g
We shall always use Williamson coordinates in which the system is generated by the quadratic
forms q

 x % y and q

 x
 y The Hamiltonian ows are denoted by X

and X

 It will
be convenient to use polar coordinates r  for x y and   for   in which X

and X

take a simpler form see gure  Of interest are also the complex representations z

 x% iy
and z

  % i The ows of X

and X

are then respectively
t z

 z

  e
t
z

 e
t
z

 and
s z

 z

  e
is
z

 e
is
z

 
Similarly we can identify the momentum map F with the complexvalued function F  q

% iq


which gives
F z

 z

  &z

z


The singular leaf 

 F

 is the union of the coordinate planes P
s
 fz

 g and
P
u
 fz

 g which are respectively the stable and unstable manifolds for the X

ow

R
x y  r 
X

R

    
X

 r

r

 


X




%


X

Figure  the linearized ow

 Geometry of the singular Lagrangean
Singular points of focusfocus type are isolated but it may occur that the singular Lagrangean


contains several of them Since 

is assumed to be compact there will only be a nite
number of them However we will always assume that 

carries only one critical point which
is certainly a generic assumption in  it is claimed that one can always reduce the number
of focusfocus points by a small perturbation of the momentum map This point will always be
denoted by m
Recall that the usual theory of ArnoldLiouville gives actionangle coordinates in a neighbor
hood of any connected compact regular leaf Here we have compactness but without smooth
ness Another viewpoint would be to consider the noncompact punctured leaf 

n fmg it is
smooth and invariant under the action of the joint Hamiltonian ow of the system this holds
because the critical point fmg is a xed point But there is no hope for the neighboring leaves
to be dieomorphic to 

n fmg since they are compact
Nevertheless the local structure of 

near the singularity turns out to be sucient data for
its global description
Proposition 
 Let 

be a singular leaf of the momentum map carrying a unique critical
point m of focusfocus type Then the connected component of m in 

is the image of a
Lagrangean immersion of a sphere with a double point Deprived of m it is an orbit of the
Hamiltonian action of the system with the structure of an ane innite cylinder
Proof  First of all note that we can suppose that 

is connected Indeed this won"t lead to
any loss of information since any other connected components are necessarily regular tori for
which the usual theory applies

On 

n fmg the action is locally free hence by standard arguments each connected com
ponent of 

n fmg there are at most two of them is an orbit on which all isotropy subgroups
I are conjugated Therefore this orbit is dieomorphic to R

I which can be either R

 or the
innite cylinder R

Z  S

 R it cannot be a torus because it is not compact
The local structure of the ow makes up for this ambiguity Indeed according to Eliasson"s
theorem  the action is symplectically linearizable near m  there exists a symplectic chart in
which the Hamiltonian vector elds of f

and f

are linear combinations of the standard focus
focus vector elds moreover the involved coecients form an invertible   matrix M
c
which
is locally constant along each ber 
c
 Now the focusfocus vector elds are by assumption
associated to the Hamiltonians q

and q

 Since q

has periodic orbits in any neighborhood of m
the isotropy subgroup I is necessarily isomorphic to Z The connected components of 

n fmg
are therefore innite cylinders
On such a cylinder are globally dened two innitesimal generators of the action X

and X


by the requirement that they are obtained from the initial generators X
f

and X
f

by applying
the matrix M

c
 In Eliasson"s coordinates these vector elds are of course the standard focus
focus generators The rst one X

is always transversal to X

 and hence describes an axis of
the cylinder X

and X

dene the ane structure of the cylinder
Let us show now that 

n fmg is necessarily connected From the connectedness of 

and
the local structure at the critical point m we a priori know that 

n fmg has at most two
connected components which correspond respectively to the stable and unstable manifolds of
X

 Let x be a point on the unstable manifold contained in a small S

invariant neighborhood
U of m We let the ow of X

act on x so that when time increases the image xt of x goes
out of U  Now we know from the dynamic on the innite cylinder that xt must go out of any
compact subset in nite time Since the manifold with boundary 

n U is compact the image
of x must necessarily enter U again But it is clear from the local structure of the ow that xt
can approach m only via the stable manifold Therefore the stable and the unstable manifold
are connected to each other and hence they are equal
Thus 

is homeomorphic to a cylinder whose extremities are compactied in a unique point
m or a pinched torus or a sphere with two points identied


m
Figure  topology of 

Remark 
 We can readily deduce that 



 is isomorphic to Z the integer coecient
counting the winding number along the big axis of the pinched torus 

From the dierentiable viewpoint we see in the local form that 

 U is the union of
two smooth submanifolds dieomorphic to open discs D

and transversally intersecting at m
Therefore 

is the immersion of a smooth manifold with a unique double point Since this
manifold can be obtained by gluing a D

at each extremity of the cylinder 

nU  it is a sphere


 Monodromy of the Lagrangean bration around 

The rst description of the monodromy invariant for singular brations was carried out in
 where the example of the spherical pendulum was studied Later Maorong Zou in 
and Nguy-en Ti-en Zung in  observed that the monodromy at stake was typical of a focus
focus singularity In  the computation of the monodromy is based on a claimed normal
form for the foliation We present here another proof of the result relying on the local but
Hamiltonian normal form of Eliasson The constructions explained in the proof will be used for
the quantization conditions sections  and 	
At the same time as I was writing this article Duistermaat and Cushman were able to
generalize the monodromy for nonHamiltonian systems 
Let us rst briey recall the denition from a topological viewpoint For any completely
integrable system in dimension n a regular value c of the momentum map F gives rise to
a Liouville torus 
c
 and thus to a lattice L
c
 H


c
Z Because F is a smooth bration
near F

c the union of all L
c
is a locally trivial smooth bundle L over the open set D
r
of
regular values of F  Fixing a point c

and a smooth basis of H


c
  Z
n
 a local section of
L near c

takes values in Z
n
 and thus is locally constant We therefore have the notion of
parallel transport above a path in D
r
 The holonomy associated with it is a homomorphism
from 

D
r
 c

 to AutL
c

  GLnZ called the monodromy of L
Back to our focusfocus system we take D
r
to be a small ball around the origin in R

 C 
minus the origin Because its 

is Z the problem is reduced to determining the monodromy of
a simple loop around 
Recall from last paragraph that for any focusfocus system p

 p

 there is a local normal
form q

 q

  fp

 p

 nearm where f is a local dieomorphism of R

  and q
i
"s are dened
in symplectic coordinates around m by paragraph  This yields two particular vector elds
X

and X

dened on a full neighborhood of 

by 
X

X

  dfX
p

X
p


The ow of X

on 
c
is as we already saw periodic of period  so the orbit of any point x
is a simple loop )
x
on 
c
depending smoothly on x Its homology class 

c

 is therefore an
invariant of the monodromy operator Let us denote by 

c

 the homology class of a path
starting on )
x
in the direction of X

 going back to )
x
and closing up on )
x
in the direction of
X




c

 

c

 is a basis of L
c

depending locally smoothly on c

 the monodromy of the
system is expressed on this basis by the following proposition 
Proposition 
 	 Let p

 p

 be a completely integrable system with a singular leaf car
rying a unique singular point of focusfocus type Then for any c

close enough the the critical

value   R

 the monodromy matrix expressed in the basis 

c

 

c

 of L
c

 is equal to

 
 


Here  is the sign of detM  where M  GLR is the unique matrix such that 
Hq

Hq

 MHp

Hp


Proof  The idea of the proof already apparent in the construction of the basis 

c

 

c


is to show that all contributions to the monodromy can be concentrated in a small neighborhood
of the critical point m
Let U be such a small ball around m taken to be S

invariant The intersection of U with


is composed of two circles )
u
and )
s
respectively drawn on the local unstable and stable
manifolds at m Let us take a point x on )
u
 and let . be a small section transversal to 

at x
The tangent space to 

at x is exactly the kernel of dF  Thus the momentum map F realizes
a local dieomorphism from . x onto R

  We can then assume that . is a preimage of a
small open disc D  D
r
around 
Let  be the invariant open subset of M obtained as the union of orbits of points in .
It is a neighborhood of 

 composed of the union of 

and invariant tori Because of the
compactness of  n U  any orbit of some point y  . close to x intersect U in two circles close
to )
u
and )
s
 The restriction of F to  n U is therefore a trivial bration over D whose bers
are nite length S

invariant ane cylinders where the ane structure that denes the axis
of each cylinder is given by the vector eld X


 n U  D     S



F
D

For instance the circles )
u
and )
s
are represented in this trivialization by   S

 and
  S

 respectively see gure  For any y   nU corresponding to the point c t  in
the above trivialization we denote by y
u
 y
s
 the X

path corresponding to the axis c   
As we can assume that U lies inside an open neighborhood of m where Eliasson"s normal form
applies y
u
and y
s
have complex coordinates y
us

 y
us

 satisfying
y
us

y
us

 fc
Note that the matrix M in the statement of the proposition is equal to dfm
Remark 
 We don"t actually need the full statement of Eliasson"s normal form because
higher order terms in the normal form wouldn"t be of any trouble for the local computation of
the monodromy see  
If c   using formula  for the ow y
s
can be joined to y
u
by letting the ow of q

act
during a time ty  lnjy
u

jjy
s

j and that of q

during a time
sy  argy
u

y
s



R
F
x  x
u
x
s

u

s
Figure  The bration F on  n U
By this construction we get a locally smooth family of loops on 
c
 whose homology class at
c

 

c

 together with 

c

 form the basis referred to in the statement of the proposition
Let x
u
 x
s
 be the axis through x by denition x
u
 x is on the local unstable manifold
P
u
and x
s
on the local stable manifold P
s
 If y tends to x then y
u
and y
s
tend to x
u
and
x
s
respectively Therefore since x
u

 x
s

  sy  argx
u

x
s

 % argfc as y tends
towards x
Now let C be a small loop around x in . such that its image by F is a circle in D through c


oriented in the trigonometric sense  letting y run around C and with it the loop 

c amounts
to increasing argc Therefore after such a revolution sy get increased or decreased by 
depending on the dieomorphism f being respectively orientation preserving or reversing This
means that the loop obtained is equal to the initial one composed by respectively plus or minus
an S

orbit which proves the proposition 

	 Microlocal focusfocus
We are now given a selfadjoint semiclassical completely integrable system P

h P

h whose
associated classical system presents a focusfocus singularity at a point m as dened in the
preceding section
The aim of this section is the complete analysis of microlocal solutions around the critical
point m of the system 

P
E

hu
E
h
 
P
E

hu
E
h
 

in which P
E
j
is a regular deformation of P
j
with a parameter E varying in a compact neighbor
hood of   R

see denition 
The problem of globalizing these solution to a neighborhood of the whole critical leaf 

will
be dealt with in the next section
For now the crucial point is the following 

Proposition 
 The space of microlocal solution of  at m has dimension   In other
words if u
E
h
 hE  ) is a nontrivial solution of  at m then for any other such solution
v
E
h
 there exists a constant C
E
h  C
h
 depending smoothly on E such that 
v
E
h
 Ch
E
u
E
h
at m
To prove this we use a parameter dependent version of the normal form of   let Q
j
h be
the standard focusfocus operators on R

 that is written in polar coordinates r  
Q


h
i
r

r
%  and Q


h
i



For notation convenience we will write P h for the vector P

h P

h and similarly for
other quantities Let p be the momentum map for the system p

 p

 The target space R

of p
will be identied with C by p  p

% ip

 As we already saw in suitable symplectic coordinates
near m there is a local dieomorphism F of R

such that p  F q Thus
p
E
 f
E
 F q
The semiclassical normal form that we get is the following 
Lemma 
	  There exists a unitary Fourier integral operator U
E
h a microlocally in
vertible    matrix M
E
h of pseudodierential operators and 
E
h  C
h
 everything de
pending smoothly on E such that microlocally on a neighborhood of m 
U
E


P
E
U
E
M
E
Q
 
E
h %Oh



E
admits a semiclassical asymptotic expansion of the form 

E
h 
X
k
h
k

E
k

The rst two terms satisfy 

E

 F

 f
E








 
M

rm
 rm is the value at m of the subprincipal symbol of P 
 M is the value at  of principal symbol of M

 It is also dened by M  dF  or equiva
lently 
d

p

m Md

q
Remark 
 We will show later paragraph 	 that the expansion 
E

h 
I

E
h is up
to Oh

 independent on the choice of a Fourier integral operator Uh For the other semi
classical invariant 
E

h 
R

E
h this might not hold however will will prove thanks to
corollary  that its formal innite germ at E   is indeed invariant by a change of Fourier
integral operator Uh 

Remark 
 If we apply this lemma to E  ht for a bounded ndimensional parameter t we
can apply remark  and express everything in terms of t We obtain an asymptotic expansion
$

t
h
def
 
ht
h satisfying 
$

t

 
$

t

 
M



r

m %
f
E
E
E
t



Thanks to this lemma the solutions of  get transformed into those of simple dierential
operators on R

for which we have explicit solutions We can now turn to the proof of proposition
 Assume that we know an exact solution of the system u
E
exact
 S

R

 this will always occur
as soon as the system admits a microlocal solution  see proposition  Let u
E
h
be any other
microlocal solution near 
Let (
R
be the vertical strip fr  Rg in the cotangent bundle T

R

 r    The
Lagrangean leaves of the system in (
R
 deprived of a small ball B around  are nonsingular
hence from proposition  there exists a constant C
E
h such that microlocally on (
R
n B
u
E
h
 C
E
hu
E
exact
remember that such a formula involves uniformity with respect to E
As in  we shall use this exact solution to construct a local mod Oh

 solution
microlocally equal to u
E
h
near the origin Let us dene v
E
h
by 
F
h
v
E
h
 F
h
u
E
h
% 
 F
h
C
E
u
E
exact

where  is a compactly supported C

function with value  in a neighborhood of  Then v
E
h
and u
E
h
are microlocally equal near the origin Furthermore v
E
h
is a microlocal solution of the
system at each point of (
R

Now there exists dierential operators
-
P
E
j
h such that for any w  S

R

 F
h
P
E
j
w 
-
P
E
j
F
h
w Dierential operators preserve the support of distributions therefore since F
h
v
E
h

F
h
u
E
exact
far from the origin we have there
-
P
E
j
F
h
v
E
h
 F
h
P
E
j
u
E
exact
   So we have
P
E
j
v
E
h
 
near each point of (
R
 and
F
h
P
E
j
v
E
h
  
far from  We deduce from this that P
E
j
v
E
h
satises the hypothesis of lemma  on (
R
 that
is
P
E
j
v
E
h
 Oh

 on (
R
 f  g
We have thus at our disposal a solution v
E
h
of the system P
E
j
v
E
h
 w
E
jh
on R

with w
E
jh

Oh

 for r  R On R

nfg this is a regular linear dierential system of the rst order whose
solutions are of the form
v
E
h
 Cste
E
hu
E
exact
% u
E
particular
 

uE
exact
is a solution of the homogeneous system and u
E
particular
is a particular solution of the system
that can be computed from u
E
exact
by the method of variation of the constant Explicitly if we
write
v
E
h
 g
E
u
E
exact

we nd that the function g
E
must satisfy the following system expressed in polar coordinates 
	








g
E
r

i
h
w
E
h
ru
E
exact
 a
E
h
g
E


i
h
w
E
h
u
E
exact
 a
E
h

If r

 

 is any point with   r

 R g
E
is integrated by the formula 
g
E
r  
Z


a
E
h
r

% tr 
 r

 

% t 
 

r dt % g
E
r

 


It is easy to check from the explicit formula of u
E
exact
see proposition  that a
E
h
is uniformly
Oh

 in the disc r  R so with Cste
E
h  g
E
r

 

 we get in  that u
E
particular
is uniformly
Oh

 near the origin
The distribution z
E
h
 v
E
h

Cste
E
u
E
exact

u
E
particular
is a solution of P
E
j
z
E
h
 w
E
jh
with support
concentrated at the origin Therefore it is a nite sum of derivatives of the Dirac distribution
Now the identity P
E

z
E
h
 Oh

 readily shows that the the coecients involved in z
E
h
are
uniformly Oh

 and so z
E
h
is
Finally we are left with v
E
h
 Cste
E
u
E
exact
%Oh

 near  which implies v
E
h
 Cste
E
u
E
exact
near  This provided we prove proposition  achieves the proof of proposition  
Remark 
	 The proof shows that the constants C
E
h and Cste
E
h are microlocally equal
Besides from the preceding arguments this essentially comes from the local connectedness of
the Lagrangean leaves 
E

for E   
It remains now to check 
Proposition 

 We consider the system  on R

with P
E
h  Q
j

 
E
h as previously
dened The following conditions are equivalent 
 there exists a nontrivial microlocal solution u
E
h
 hE  ) of  on a neighborhood of
the origin
 up to Oh

 modications of the P
E
j
 there exists an exact solution u
E
exact
of  in R

nfg
for hE  )


E

h
h
 Z%Oh

 uniformly for hE  )
Proof  Equivalence between  and  comes from the fact that at each point of R

n fg the
solutions of the system are spanned by the function 
u
E
exact


r
e
i
	
E

h
h
ln r
e
i
	
E

h
h

 
	
Therefore there exists a solution around the origin if and only if

E

h
 Z
Since u
E
exact
as dened above is an admissible functional in R

depending smoothly on E and
a solution of the system on R

 it is also a microlocal solution Hence  implies 
Now let u
E
h
be a nontrivial microlocal solution on a neighborhood  of  From the unique
ness of microlocal solutions at points dierent from the origin proposition  we deduce that
on every simply connected open subset 

of  n fg there is a constant C
E


h such that
u
E
h
 C
E


u
E
exact

Then going around  the C
E


"s must microlocally coincide Hence the e
i
	
E

h

must all mi
crolocally coincide uniformly for hE  ) which implies  
Put together the two propositions give the following result rst quantization condition 
Theorem 
 The system  has a nontrivial microlocal solution u
E
h
with hE  ) on a
neighborhood of m if and only if

E

h
h
 Z%Oh

 hE  )
Any other solution is a multiple of it
Remark 

 As we already mentioned microlocal solutions should be viewed as halfdensities
on the base space Here we can rewrite the halfdensity u
E
exact
jdx  dyj


as
e
i
	
E

h
ln jrj
e
i
	
E

h





dx  dy
r








and for r   its modulus



dxdy
r






is exactly the pull down of the canonical invariant Liouville
halfdensity  on 
E

 In this sense u
E
exact
is a normalized classical oscillatory halfdensity on
every open subset 
E
of 
E

that projects dieomorphically onto X thus excluding for E  
the vertical  space in T

X Concerning the phase function 
E
 
E


ln jrj% 
E


 a handy
tool for its expression is the use of complex coordinates z

 x % iy and z

  % i we also
write 
E

 
E


% i
E


 which leads to

E

R

E

ln &z


Note that 
E

ln &z

is not welldened but thanks to the assumption on 
E

h its real part is
indeed welldened modulo hZ We readily deduce that the graph of 
E
in T

X is the set
of z

 z

 such that z

 

E
 z

 
E

 &z

 Thus 
E

 fz

 z

  T

X &z

z

 
E

g Note that
this also holds if E   for then 
E

  and 


consists of the union of both coordinate planes
z

  and z

  




 Regularization of 	

Before stating our principal result in the next section theorem  we need to describe one
more geometrical ingredient related to the divergence of the integral of the subprincipal form

 along paths through m
We still let P

h P

h be a semiclassical completely integrable system with a singular
principal Lagrangean carrying a unique singular point m of focusfocus type Here again we
identify the target space of the momentum map p with the complex plane C  Thus p  p

% ip


For small c  C  we denote by 
c
the Lagrangean leaf 
c
 fp

cg and 

c
is as usual the
subprincipal form on 
c

Let 
c
be a smooth family of loops on 
c
such that 

is a simple loop through m starting
on the local unstable manifold of 

m and coming back to m via the local stable manifold
We know that the nontriviality of the monodromy implies that the map c  
c
cannot be
univalued but proposition  gives a precise control over its multivaluedness The purpose of
this paragraph is to control the integral of the subprincipal form along such a family of paths
and in particular to determine its divergence principal part as c 
Let M be the    real matrix such that Hp  MHq where q  q

% iq

for the
linearized ow we always use the notations of  In accordance with lemma  we let


 
M

rm
where r  r

% ir

is the joint subprincipal symbol of the system
Proposition 
 For any multivalued smooth family 
c
of loops on 
c
such that 

is a simple
loop through m starting on the local unstable manifold of 

m and coming back to m via the
local stable manifold then
 the limit 
I



  lim
c
along a ray

Z

c


c
%
R


lnM

c

exists
 and its class modulo 
I


Z actually does not depend on 
c
 provided 

satises the
hypothesis
 nally this class is also given by the formula 
I



  lim
s
t


Z
B



t
A



s

%
R


lnr
A


B

 %
I



A


 
B



 	
where r    are the polar symplectic coordinates near the origin dened in paragraph

I



 will be called the principal value of
R





Proof  Let 

c 

c be the smooth basis of 


c
 dened in proposition  The
homotopy class of 
c
decomposes into

c
  n

c

c % n

c

c
for integers n

c and n

c On 

 

 degenerates into a trivial loop and by hypothesis we
have


  


But we know from proposition  that the group bundle 


c
h

ci  c is trivial near
c   with bers isomorphic to Z Therefore n

c must be identically equal to  for small c
If c is constrained into a sector ' of the plane then the family 
c
must be continuous at
zero which implies that n

c is constant for small c Since the integral of 

c
along the X

circle


c is equal to 
r

m %Oc we have
lim
c
c	
Z
n

c

c


c
 
I



This provided we prove the rst point of the proposition shows the second point It remains
to show the convergence of
R


c


c
 and the formula 	 We shall still assume that c stays in a
sector ' and by 
c
we denote a smooth representative of the rst basis element 

c
Let f be the function on R

  such that in some neighborhood  of m and some local
symplectic coordinates around m p  fq so that M  df If we let $c  fc the problem
amounts to investigating the limit of
Z


c


c
%
R


lnc
because lnM

fc  lnc %Oc Now 

c
is dened by


c
X
p
j
 
r
j

which also reads in  


c
X
q

 

c
X
q

  
dfq

r

 r


This means that 

c
is in  the subprincipal form on the clevel set of a system with principal
symbol q and subprincipal symbol dfq

r which we call r again So let us work with
these data and forget the tilde
As we shall see we can even reduce the problem to a constant subprincipal symbol r



 This is due to the following critical Poincar e lemmasee   there exists a function
g on a neighborhood of   T

R

and smooth functions h
j
on R

  such that
r
j
 dgX
q
j
% h
j
q
This implies that on  for nonzero c the function
K
c
 
g 
 h

c lnr
 h

c  mod h

c

is a primitive of 

c
on 
c
 fre
i
 cg Suppose now that A

and B

are points on 

lying
respectively on the local unstable and stable manifolds of 

 Then there exist smooth families
of points A
c
and B
c
on   
c
  such that lim
c
A
c
 B
c
  A

 B

 We can write 
Z

c


c

Z
B
c
A
c


c
%K
c
A
c

K
c
B
c


Z
B
c
A
c


c
% gB
c

 gA
c

 h

clnr
A
c
r
B
c

 h

c
A
c

 
B
c

which can also be written
Z
B
c
A
c


c
% gB
c

 gA
c

 h

clnr
A
c

B
c

 h

c
A
c

 
B
c

% h

clnjcj 
 h

c argc 
Everything but the last parenthesis has a smooth behavior as c  in ' and that last paren
thesis is nothing else than
R
h

c % ih

c ln c So there is a smooth function IA
c
 B
c
 such
that 
IA
c
 B
c
 
Z

c


c


R
h

c % ih

c ln c
Remark 
 Because of the monodromy matrix

 
 

proposition  as c loops in
the positive sense around the origin
R

c


c
gets increased by
Z


c


c
 
h

c
whereas
R
h

c% ih

c ln c  h

clnjcj
h

c argc gets increased by the same quantity
This shows that IA
c
 B
c
 is actually a univalued smooth function around c   
Because h

c % ih

c  


%Oc we deduce that if we x a determination of ln c and
make c tend to  in ' then
R
h

c % ih

c ln c% 

ln c 
Therefore I



 exists and is equal to IA

 B

 Note that it is independent of A

and B

 and
hence equal to the limit of IA

 B

 as A

and B

tend to the critical point m That means that
the function g being smooth at m plays no role justifying our assertion that the subprincipal
symbols can be taken to be constant near m This remark also yields the useful expression of
I



 involving only objects living on 

given by formula 	 

Ac
A

x y

c
B

B
c
 


Figure  regularization of 


 Global solutions
Here is nally the main result of our work namely the condition under which there exists a
microlocal solution of the system  on a neighborhood of the whole critical Lagrangean 


The hypothesis are the same as in paragraph  From now on n is a generic integer and not
the dimension of the ambient symplectic manifold which is 
Theorem 
 Let 
E
j
 
E
j
h be the constants dened by lemma 
 There exists a Tvalued constant 
E

out
 
E

out
h admitting an asymptotic expansion in
 
 powers of h whose terms are smooth functions of E such that the system  admits a
microlocal solution u
E
h
 hE  ) on a full neighborhood of 

if and only if the following two
conditions are satised 
 	rst quantization condition
 

E

h
h
 Z%Oh


 	second quantization condition
 

E

out
% n





E

h
lnh
  arg )

i
E

h%  % n


 Z%Oh


where

E

h
h
 n  Z
 Moreover the rst two terms in the asymptotic expansion of 
E

out
h are the following 
 for nonzero E

h

Z

E


E


 
E


% 
E


lnjcj 
 
E


arg c

%
%

Z

E



E
% 
E


lnjcj 
 
E


arg c% 
E







where 
E

is a smooth family of loops on 
E

such that 


satises the hypothesis of propo
sition  c  
E


% i
E


 and  is the Maslov cocycle on 
E

 For small E 
E

 is a
constant integer
 for E  

h
Z





% I




 % 






where 
  


is the subprincipal form of the system P


 P



The last point of this theorem follows from the expression for nonzero E recall that 
E
is then
smooth via proposition 
  indeed if we let
$
c  f
E


 we have 

c
 
E

 and the family
of loops 

c
satises the hypothesis of proposition 
 The form 

E
is dened by 


E
X
p


 

E
X
p


  df
E


r
E

 r
E


Writing E as a function of
$
c this shows that 

E
is the subprincipal form of a system with
principal symbol p


 p


 and subprincipal symbol df
E


r
E

 r
E

 The value at m of this
subprincipal symbol is r

m hence proposition 
 implies that
Z

E



E
%
R



lnM

$
c
has a limit I as E   Because 
E

tends to 


and c  
E

is tangent to M

$
c at
$
c   this
limit is equal to that of
Z

E



E
%
R

E

ln c
Moreover we saw in 	 that it only depends on the value of the subprincipal form on 


But on 

 df



r


 r


  r

 Therefore I is equal to the principal value I



 of a system
with principal symbol p

and subprincipal symbol r

 
The rest of the proof of this theorem will be split into two propositions  and 
We know from the geometry of the Lagrangean bration section  that a neighborhood of
the principal Lagrangean 

also contains regular tori 
E

 E   E small for which we already
derived the quantization conditions theorem 
 Therefore one of our further tasks will be
to show how these regular quantization conditions are contained in the singular quantization
conditions announced above This link is provided in paragraph 	
Finally this theorem can be applied to zoom to a Oh scale  let as in remark 

$
P
t

h
$
P
t

h be the semiclassical completely integrable system dened by
$
P
t
j
h
def
 P
ht
j
h
where t is a dimensional bounded parameter From the constant 
E
h  
E

h 
E

h given
by lemma  we dene
$

t
h
def


h

ht
h This
$

t
admits an asymptotic expansion in positive
powers of h whose coecients are smooth functions of t The principal term is given by 
$

t



E

E
E
t% 



 
M



f
E
E
E
t% rm


that is to say in view of 
$

t

 
M

$r
t
m
Here $r
t
denotes the joint subprincipal symbol of the system 
$
P
t


$
P
t

 Recall that its principal
symbol is $p  p

and does not depend on t
Similarly the holonomy coecient 
E

out
h 
P

k

E

out
k
has a tdependent version

$

t

out
h whose rst terms are 

h



out

%


ht

out

h
h
% 


out


%Oh
We know from the theorem that

h



out



h
R





 For the other term using the identication

E
 
E

% i
E

 we have for nonzero E 

E

out

E


E
Z

E


E




E
R

E


 
E

ln 
E




E
Z

E


E

%
R
ln
E



E

E

Therefore

ht

out

h
h
% 


out


 lim
h


h
Z

E


E

 %
Z

E



E
%
R


E

%

E

E
t ln 
E


% 
E





with E  ht Using lemma  one easily shows that for xed h  h

 

h
hh

R

E


E

is
equal to
R

E



E
 where the form 

E
is given by


E
X
p
E
 

f
E
E
t
Therefore the sum 

E
% 

E
is the subprincipal form of a system with principal symbol p
E
and subprincipal symbol
f
E
E
t% r
E
 whose value at m is equal to $r
t
m It follows that
lim
h
Z

E



E
% 

E
 %
R


E

%

E

E
t ln 
E


 I






% 

But 


% 
 is the form on 


that takes the value
f
E
E
E
t% r

on X
p


X
p


  it is exactly
the subprincipal form of the system 
$
P
t


$
P
t

 We have proved the following result 

Corollary 
 The system 
$
P
t


$
P
t

 dened above admits a microlocal solution u
t
h
on a neigh
borhood of the critical Lagrangean 

if and only if the following two conditions are satised 
 	rst quantization condition
 
$
t

h  Z%Oh


 	second quantization condition
 

$

t

out
% n



 $
t

lnh
  arg )

i$
t

%  % n


 Z%Oh


where $
t

h  n  Z
 Moreover the rst two terms in the asymptotic expansion of 
$

t

out
h are the following 

h
Z





% I



$

t
 % 






where 


is a loop on 

that satises the hypothesis of proposition  and $
 is the subprincipal
form of the system
Remark 
 This corollary makes it easy to show that provided the rst quantization condi
tion is satised then the semiclassical invariant $
t

h is intrinsically dened by the microlocal
behavior of the system around the critical point This gives an a posteriori justication of the
claim following lemma 
Indeed let n be the integer such that $
t

h  n we shall prove in paragraph 	 that $
t

h
 and even 
E

h  are intrinsically dened by the system around m hence so is n
For bounded t $
t

h is uniformly bounded as h   As will be shown in the proof of
proposition  for any integer n  Z the function
	


ixn
	


ixn
is analytic for x  R
which implies that the function  arg )


ix %  % n is locally analytic Therefore plugging
in x  $
t

h we obtain a semiclassical expansion in nonnegative powers of h whose terms are
smooth Tvalued functions of t
This in turn implies that the value of the cocycle 
$

t
h on 


 which gives the second
quantization condition of corollary  can be written under the following form 

$

t
h


  C
t
h
 $
t

h ln h%Oh


where C
t
h is a semiclassical expansion in  
 powers of h whose terms are smooth functions
of t Therefore 
$
t

h is uniquely dened as the coecient of lnh in the expansion of 
$

t
h



Now if the system is changed outside a neighborhood of the critical point then only 
$

t

out
is perturbed which means only a semiclassical perturbation that has an asymptotic expansion
in powers of h which does not aect the lnh coecient 
Remark 
 In dimension  the singular BohrSommerfeld conditions of Colin de Verdiere
and Parisse has been recently extended  to handle the case of multiple critical points of saddle

type on the critical Lagrangean In our case as well if we restrict to focusfocus singularities I
believe that the results presented here can be extended to treat k   focusfocus points on 


This basically holds because the topology of such a 

is just a ktimes pinched torus and the
monodromy if equal to the kth power of the simple monodromy However including other kinds
of singularities should require a more dicult analysis starting from the topological description
of 

 Understanding the work of Fomenko eg  should probably help coping with this
diculty 

 The microlocal bundle
As a starting point we shall assume that the system fullls the rst quantization condition
theorem 	 This is of course a necessary condition for the existence of a global solution
From this assumption there exists a microlocal solution u
E
h


on a neighborhood of the
critical point m As in paragraph  one can thus form a microlocal line bundle L
h

E

 over
the topological manifold 
E

 with welldened holonomy by means of the trivializations 	
Of course this yields a family of line bundles depending on the dimensional parameter E but
gathering the results of paragraph  and proposition  we see that the trivialization functions
in 	 can be chosen to depend smoothly on E
As a consequence the holonomy of L
h

E

 depends smoothly on E in the sense that the
elements c
E


of the
,
Cech cocycle c
E
h representing it are C

functions of E with values in
&
C
h


From this picture we already know the abstract form of the quantization condition we are
looking for  it is exactly the parameter dependent version of proposition  In other words
there exists a microlocal solution u
E
h
on a neighborhood of 

if and only if for any family 
E
of loops in 
E

that lie in that neighborhood the value of c
E
h on 
E
is uniformly  % Oh


here we are viewing c
E
as a homomorphism from 


E

 to
&
C
h

 Let us now explicit this
condition
Let  be a neighborhood of m in T

X in which the normal form of lemma  applies Then
as the system admits a microlocal solution on  any loop contained in 
E

has microlocally
trivial holonomy But for every small E    contains a generator 
E

of 


E

 namely the
one associated with the S

rotational symmetry of the bration it is an integral curve of the
vector eld X

of paragraph  Such a 
E

also exists for E   but it is then homotopic to
fmg Anyhow this yields 
c
E

E

   %Oh


uniformly for small E this is of course due to the fulllment of the rst quantization condition
Thus c
E
restricts to the quotient group 


E


E

 For xed E every 


E


E

 is
isomorphic to Z What"s more proposition  implies that the group bundle 


E


E

 
U  E over a neighborhood U of  in R

is trivial 



E


E

  U  Z
Let &
E

be the generator of 


E


E

 equal to E  in the above trivialization The second
quantization condition is now the requirement that c
E
&
E

   %Oh



Let us now examine that statement more closely Recall that the line bundle L
h

E

 was
dened through a set of local trivializations subordinated to a cover 

of a neighborhood of


in T

X such that on every 

existed a nontrivial microlocal solution u
E
h


of the system
We can assume that the critical point m is contained in a unique element of that cover which
we will denote by 

 Let us pick up a simple loop 


t t    in 

representing the
quotient class &


 and enumerate 

 

    



the 

"s encountered by 


t on its way
fromm back to m again We will here choose 


so that it goes away fromm via the local stable
manifold of 

and returns back to m via the local unstable manifold Also we will suppose
that 

 

 

 
Now for every xed E we choose a representative 
E

of &
E

 Because of the triviality of the
bration outside m  the paths 
E

can be homotopically deformed so as to be close to 



in the sense that their images enter
S

i

i

Then by denition the value of c
E
on 
E

is the product 
c
E

E

  c
E



c
E



   c
E



c
E




We are going to calculate this expression by splitting it in two parts  a local one  the product
c
E



c
E



 and an outer one  the rest For this purpose we are free to x the solutions
u
E
h

i
on 
i
used for the local trivialization of L
h

E

 let us make the following choice 
 choice   for i     u
E
h

i
is any classical oscillatory integral constructed as in proposition
	 with invariant half density given by the canonical Liouville density on 
E


For i     we make use of the local analysis of the preceding paragraph  To begin
with we transform the system on  to the normal form of lemma  by a unitary Fourier
integral operator Uh The microlocal solutions of the transformed system on  are spanned
by 
u
E
exact


r
e
i
	
E

h
ln r
e
i
	
E

h


Because of the rst quantization condition we know

E

h
to be microlocally equal to an integer
n  Z For any real  let u

n
be the tempered distribution on R


u

n


r
e
in
e
i ln r

so that u
E
exact
 u
	
E

h


	
E

h
 The distribution u

n
is a solution of the system


i


u

n
 nu

n

i
r

r
% u

n
 u

n


on R

 and it is easy to see that its Fourier transform is a solution of the same system with
 changed to 
 Therefore u
	
E

h


	
E

h
and F

h
u
	
E

h


	
E

h
 are two solutions of our transformed
system on  This allows us to complete our choice of local solutions by the following 
 choice  
	










u
E
h


 Uu
	
E

h


	
E

h
 on 

u
E
h


 Uu
	
E

h


	
E

h
 on 

u
E
h


 UF

h
u
	
E

h


	
E

h
 on 

	

 The local holonomy at m
We give here an explicit expression for the product c
E



c
E



 which is dened to be the
constant C
E
h such that on 

 

 u
E
h


 C
E
u
E
h



Proposition 
 The unique microlocal constant C
E
h such that u
E
h


 C
E
u
E
h


on 



is given by 
C
E
h  i
n
h
i
E

h
)

i
E

h%  % n


)


i
E

h%  % n



with

E

h
 n  Z
Proof  Applying the Fourier integral operator U
h
 we see that C
E
h
is also dened to be the
constant such that microlocally on 




F
h
u
	
E

h


	
E

h
 C
E
h
u
	
E

h


	
E

h

It turns out that the constant C
E
h
thus dened is a microlocal version of an exact problem
concerning the homogeneous distributions u

n
on R


We know that the tempered distributions u

n
are solutions of the system 
 in R

 They
are in fact the only ones  up to multiplicative constants naturally To see this one rst restricts
to R

n fg where the result is standard and then prove that the system 
 cannot admit
linear combinations of derivatives of the Dirac distribution as solutions Now F

u

n
is also
a tempered distribution and a solution of the same system which leads to the rst point of the
following proposition 
Proposition 
  
  For any  n  RZ there exists a unique constant C n
such that 
Fu

n
 C nu

n

 C n has the following expression 
C n  i
jnj

i
)
ijnj


)
ijnj


 
The computation of C n is done by testing u

n
on derivatives of Gaussian functions 

z

n
e
zz

and 

z

n
e
zz

z  re
i

Remark 
 Apparently this formula appeared for the rst time in Tate"s thesis during
the year  However it has not been published until 	 when it appeared in the book 
chapter XV But at the same time as Tate wrote his thesis the idea was in the air Gelfand was
studying homogeneous distributions in the real and published a closely related formula in 	


The complex version that is exactly the result mentioned in the above proposition appeared
in the addendum of the French edition of the book by Gelfand / al on distributions 
where it is claimed to be published for the rst time the author was certainly unaware of Tate"s
work Also interestingly enough few years before  a slightly dierent version of the same
formula can be found in Bochner"s work  It is actually a generalization to homogeneous
distributions on R
k
 
Now let us momentarily denote by D n the quantity 
D n  i
n

i
)
in


)
in



The Gamma functions involved are analytic functions of  that for negative odd n have simple
poles at    The quotient D n is therefore analytic  with no pole  on the real line we
won"t consider here analytic continuation to complex  More precisely for n  
m
m  
as the residues of the numerator and the denominator are the same we have  D
m
  

i
n
 For nonzero  we can use the complement relation to prove that D n  D
n
Then of course this also holds for    Since D n and C n coincide for n   we deduce
that they are equal for all n  Z
Finally using the relation F
h
u  

h
Fu

h


h
 we terminate the proof of proposition
 
Remark 
 One of the important features of the constants C n and hence of C
E
 is
that they have modulus one It might be interesting to see that without any explicit calculation
this comes as a consequence of the unitarity of the Fourier transform with respect to the L

norm As this does not appear  to my knowledge  in the literature here is the argument 
Acting on functions of the Schwartz space SR

 F commutes with the operator

i


 and
hence leaves stable its eigenspaces E
n
 associated to the eigenvalues n These are of course
the subspaces of the Fourier series decomposition in  variable  E
n
 fe
in
frg Here f is a
rapidly decreasing function Therefore there exists a transformation F
n
on E
n
such that
Fe
in
fr   e
in
F
n
f
F being an isometry for the norms L

R

 rdrd and L

R

 dd we deduce that F
n
is an
isometry from L

 rdr into L

 d
On the other hand let G be the transformation assigning to a function fr  L

 rdr
the function
Gf 
Z


r
i
frrdr
Lemma 
 G is an isometry from L

 rdr into L

R d
Proof  The change of variable x  ln r allows us to reduce the problem to the unitarity
of the Fourier transform  let g  Gf We nd g  Ffe
x
e
x

 which gives
kgk

 kfe
x
e
x
k


R


jfrj

rdr  kfk

 

We know from the denition of C k that for any function of the form
  Fe
in
fr
we have  hFu

k
 i  C khu

k
 i that is 
he
ik
r
i
Fi  C khe
ik

i
 i
or 
hr
i
 e
ikn
fri  C kh
i
 e
ikn
F
n
fi
Both sides of the equality vanish if n
 k   So let us assume k  n We obtain 
Gf  

n
C nGF
n
f

which is best depicted by the following commutative diagram 
L

 rdr

G
L

R 

F
n


n
C
n
L

 d


G
L

R

All transformation involved G F
n
and   
 being unitary ones one can indeed deduce
that   C n is a function whose modulus is  

Remark 
 The above introduced transformations G and F
n
are related to Mellin"s and
Hankel"s transforms M and H
n
respectively see  for their denitions More precisely we
have 
Gf  Mfs  i%  and F
n
 i
n
H
n

see for instance 	 The previous remark thus yields the following remarkable relation between
these transformations 
	f Mfi%   i
n
C nMH
n
f
i%  

Remark 
 Formula  allows us to give another proof of the expression of C n
First of all since H
n
 

n
H
n
 it readily gives C n  C
n Now for n   choose
f
n
 r
n
e

r


 f
n
is xed by Hankel"s transform of order n On the other hand it is easy to see
that Mf
n
s  
sn


)
sn

 This yields 
C n  i
n

s
)s% n

s
)s% n
 with s  i%  s  
i% 
which is easily identied with formula  



 The outer holonomy
Let us turn now to the study of the outer holonomy that is the product
C
E

out
 c
E



   c
E




Recall that its quotient by the local holonomy C
E
dened in the previous paragraph gives the
value of the
,
Cech cocycle c
E
on 
E


Proposition 
  jC
E

out
j   %Oh


 argC
E

out
  T admits an asymptotic expansion in  
 powers of h whose terms are
smooth functions of E
 for non zero E the rst two terms in that expansion are the following 

h

Z

E


E


 
E


% 
E


lnjcj 
 
E


arg c

%
%

Z

E



E
% 
E


lnjcj 
 
E


arg c% 
E






where c  
E


% i
E



Proof  For non zero E 
E

is a regular Lagrangean torus and we know from proposition 
that jc
E

E

j   This together with the fact that jC
E
j   too implies that jC
E

out
j   as
well Then of course since we already knew that C
E

out
is a smooth function of E the results
also holds if E  
The second point in the proposition is essentially due to our choice of the microlocal solution
u
E
h


on 

 The distribution

ih
Z
e
i
h

hx
y

i
E

ln 
E



jd  dj

by   we always denote polar coordinates for   in the ber of T

R

 is microlocally on


equal to a classical oscillatory integral on 
E

 

 associated with the canonical Liouville
half density on 
E

 and smoothly depending on E
Remark 
 This is of course the pendant of remark  Here as well the phase function

E
 hx y  i 
 
E


ln % 
E


 is best expressed in terms of complex coordinates z

and
z

 we have

E
z

 z

 
R
 &z

z


 
E

ln z



Now since u
E
h


was dened to be the image of that distribution by an classical Fourier
integral operator it is also a classical Lagrangean distribution as are all the other solutions
u
E
h

i
 i   We deduce from proposition  and paragraph  that for each i        
 

the argument of c
E

i
i
admits a semiclassical expansion in  
 powers of h whose terms
smoothly depend on E as functions with values in T Hence so does their product C
E

out

We turn now to the last point of the proposition which requires a closer look at the principal
phases of the solutions near the critical pointm Indeed we know from the nonsingular analysis
of section  that the principal phases together with a section of the KellerMaslov line bundle
form an invariantly dened object that gives the rst two terms of the
,
Cech cocycle 
E
h
First let us extend the open sets 

and 

to be both equal to  n fmg This is possible as
the microlocal solutions u
E
h


and u
E
h


are actually welldened on all  This ensures that
for every non zero E
S

i

i
is a full cover of the image of 
E

 Still assuming that E is non
zero we get from theorem 
 that argc
E

E

 is up to Oh and modulo  equal to

h
Z

E


E

%
Z

E



E
% 
E




 
On the other hand c
E

E

 is by denition the value of the product
C
E

out
c
E




The problem is thus reduced to the computation of argc
E



 It is unchanged by conjugation
by a Fourier integral operator on 
Let us denote by 
E

z

 and 
E

z

 z

 the phase functions of the oscillatory functions u
	
E

h


	
E

h
and F

h
u
	
E

h


	
E

h
 They have the following expressions modulo hZ 

E

z

 
R

E

ln &z

 and 
E

z

 z

 
R
 &z

z


 
E

ln z


As we already saw for non zero E they represent  of course  the same Lagrangean manifold

E

 f &z

z

 
E

g the terms
R

E

ln &z

 and
R

E

ln z

 are actually Legendre transforms of
each other Their dierence is a function of c  &z

z



E

z

 z


 
E

z

 
R
c

R

E

ln c
whose real Hessian is the    matrix whose lines are respectively identied with
&

E


&
c

and

i
&

E


&
c

 Its determinant is 
j

E

c

j

 If E   then 
E

  so the signature of that matrix is
zero This means that the value of Maslov"s cocycle between u
	
E
h
h


	
E
h
h
and F

h
u
	
E
h
h


	
E
h
h
is zero
The principal phases of those oscillatory functions are expressed by a formula similar to the
one expressing the phase functions but with a contribution of the subprincipal terms of 
E
ih
included The two principal terms in the argument of c
E



is their dierence 
argc
E





h

R

E



R

E

ln 
E





R

E

ln 
E

 %O
E
h
Here we have xed E   so the O
E
h depends on E
Finally together with equation  we get that the rst two terms in the expansion of
C
E
h

out
are for non zero E 

h

Z

E


E



R

E

 %
R

E

ln 
E



%

Z

E



E
% 
E




%
R

E

ln 
E




and the proof of proposition  is completed 
Of course this also terminates the proof of theorem  

 Recover the regular conditions
The aim of this paragraph is to show how the quantization conditions of theorem  when
restricted to a nonsingular Lagrangean are equivalent to the regular quantization conditions
of theorem 

Let us x E   We get a smooth holonomy form 
E
h
 whose action on a basis of the H

of the torus 
E

gives the two quantization conditions Let 
E

and 
E

be as previously loops
on 
E

representing such a basis
The loop 
E

can be assumed to lie in the neighborhood  where the normal form applies
In the linearized coordinates one can choose 
E

to be a simple orbit of the X

vector eld On
each point of that orbit we saw that the solutions were spanned by

r
e
i
	
E

h
ln r
e
i
	
E

h


Therefore the value of 
E
h
 on 
E

is exactly the monodromy coecient

E

h
h
 The quantization
condition given by theorem 
 is thus

E

h
 Z%Oh


which is indeed the same as the rst singular quantization condition of theorem 
Remark 
	 This simple observation gives rise for non zero E to an intrinsic denition
of the semiclassical expansion 
E

h introduced in lemma  namely 

E

h 


Z

E


E
h
Since 
E

is smooth at E   this implies that it is intrinsically dened by the microlocal system
on a neighborhood of m that is independently of the Fourier integral operator U  This will be
restated in the next paragraph 
Let us turn now to the second quantization condition We know that the action of 
E
 on 
E

is given by the argument of the quotient C
E

out
C
E
 Using Stirling"s formula for arg)z 
I
ln )z with z 
i

h
h
%


h  
E

h % i
E

h recall that if E   the principal term 

of h is nonzero one can perform a very nice cancellation of undesirable terms in the local
holonomy C
E


Indeed one nds that
 arg)z 

h

R
 ln 

R
 %
I





R
 lnh

%Oh
Here of course Oh depends on E This gives
argC
E
 

h

R
 ln 

R
 %Oh
that is
argC
E
 

h
R


ln 


 

 %
R


ln 

 %Oh
We thus nd that if E  
Z

E


E
h 

h
Z

E


E

%
Z

E



E
% 
E




%Oh
which gives the regular quantization condition of theorem 

 Structure of the joint spectrum
This section is devoted to the application of our microlocal study to the precise study of the
joint spectrum of degree of freedom quantum integrable systems around the critical value of
a focusfocus singularity
More precisely we shall assume in all this section that we are given two commuting essen
tially selfadjoint hpseudodierential operators of order zero P

h P

h on a dimensional
manifold X with the following properties 
 the joint principal symbol p  p

 p

 is proper with connected leaves
 p admits a critical point m of focusfocus type with critical value   R

 such that the
critical set 

 p

 has m as its only critical point
 at least one of the P
j
h"s is a classical elliptic pseudodierential operator in the sense of
Hormander for instance P

h is a Schrodinger operator 
P

h 
h


'
g
% V x
for some Riemannian metric g on X
The last point implies that the solutions u
h
of P
j
hu
h
  j    cannot have a wave
front set at innity see  which allows us to microlocalize u
h
on the Lagrangean level set


 p


Note also that P

h and P

h really commute and not only modulo Oh

 This assump
tion is perhaps unnecessary but we take it in order to use the denition of the joint spectrum
from 
A typical example of this situation would be a Schrodinger operator on a surface of revolution
with a radial potential like the quantum spherical pendulum  or the quantum Champagne
bottle 	 As a matter of fact we will illustrate our results with the latter example thanks to
numerics kindly provided by MChild

 The joint spectrum
Let .h be the joint spectrum of the operators P

h and P

h We know from  that the
assumption of properness for the momentum map p implies that the intersection of .h with
any compact K  R
n
is a discrete spectrum  each Eh  E

h E

h  .hK is isolated
and the joint eigenspace
F
Eh
 fh  L

X P

h
E

hh  P

h
E

hh  g
has nite dimension
Theorem  There is a compact neighborhood K of   R
n
and an h

  such that all the
joint eigenvalues Eh  .h K for h  h

are simple Furthermore the distance between
two distinct joint eigenvalues is bounded below by some nite power of h
Proof  This is a consequence of proposition  applied to the operators P
E
j
h
def
 P
j
h
E
j

Indeed let K  R
n
be a neighborhood of zero such that this proposition holds uniformly for
E  E

 E

  K Let 

h and 

h be two normalized joint eigenfunctions for the joint
eigenvalue Eh such that h

 

i   If we can nd such eigenfunctions for a set of values of
h accumulating at zero then 

h and 

h are both microlocal solutions see section  to
the equation
P
j
h
E
j
h
k
h   j    k   
Therefore their wave front sets are included in a compact W  T

X Let   T

X  X be the
standard projection and let U be an open neighborhood of W  such that U is compact Then
WF
h

k
  T

X n U   k   
and because 
k
cannot have any wave front set at innity 
k
is actually Oh

 on X n U 
Consequently if we let  be a smooth function with support in U and equal to  on W  then
k
k
k
L

X
 k
k
k
L

X
%Oh

   %Oh


and h

 

i  Oh


That allows us to replace in the following 
k
by 
k

Because of proposition  there exists a constant Ch  C
h
such that


h  Ch

h on T

U 
Combined as before with the fact that nothing happens at innity equation  implies by
taking scalar products that Ch simultaneously satises jChj   % Oh

 and Ch 
%Oh

 which is impossible This proves that for small h all joint eigenvalues Eh must be
simple
Now if Eh and E

h are distinct joint eigenvalues but diering only by Oh

 the same
argument applies to the eigenfunctions 

h and 

h associated to Eh and E

h and thus
proves the last statement of the theorem 

This theorem extends the results of  where it is shown that the eigenvalues are simple
as long as K does not meet any critical value of the momentum map p Note that this latter
statement comes as a consequence of our proposition  as well
Finally remark that the proof of theorem 	 actually shows that joint eigenfunctions h
corresponding to joint eigenvalues Eh  K are in onetoone correspondence with microlocal
solutions of the system
P
j
h
E
j
hu
h
 
in a neighborhood of
S
EK

E
 In other words these eigenfunctions are determined by the
quantization conditions of theorem 
 Quantum monodromy
Away from the critical value of the momentum map p the joint spectrum locally looks like a
lattice hZ

 However simply patching these lattices together around  is not possible This
phenomenon is called quantum monodromy and is described in details in  Let us take
advantage of section  to give a short description of it
If c

is regular value of p then on a neighborhood B of c

there exists a map fh  B 
R

that asymptotically identies .h  B with the straight lattice hZ

 in the following
sense  fh is an elliptic semiclassical symbol of order zero such that for any family Eh 
E

h E

h  B h  H
Eh  .h B %Oh

 if and only if fEhh  hZ

%Oh

 
Indeed for c  B let 
c
h be the semiclassical holonomy form on 
c
dened in proposition
 then because of theorem 
 one can choose
fch
def




Z


c

c
h


Z


c

c
h

 
where 

c 

c is any smooth basis of H


c

It turns out that up to conjugation of fhh by an element of the ane group with integer
coecients GAZ such a map fh is unique modulo Oh

 If  is a simple loop through
c

enclosing the critical value  and small enough not to enclose any other critical value of the
momentum map we can cover its image by a nite number of open ball B

     B

 Assuming
that B

 B we can construct a corresponding map f

h on B

that coincide with fh on
B

B

 Continuing this way we end up with a map f

h on B

 and an element   GAZ
such that

h
f

h    

h
fh %Oh


 depends only on the homotopy class of  and is called the quantum monodromy of the joint
spectrum Because the f
j
h"s can be chosen as in equation  this  is actually dual to
the classical monodromy of the bundle 


c
 c 

Proposition   If 

c 

c and  are chosen as in proposition  then
  

 

 


where  is the inclusion GLR 	 GAR such that for any M  GLR the origin
  R

is xed by M
The article  shows how this quantum monodromy can be told from a picture of the
spectrum by detecting the change in the lattice structure of the joint spectrum around the
critical value One of the ways of doing this is to unwind the spectrum onto R

 in the following
way Suppose  is actually drawn on the universal cover of the punctured plane 
$
W


R

nfg
and let
$
B
j
be the open cover of its image such that 
$
B
j
  B
j
 Then the maps f
j
h on B
j
dene a global map
-
fh on
$
B


$
B

   
$
B

 By denition we have
-
fhh   
-
fhh
Since the restriction of
-
fh to the points belonging to the spectrum 

.h takes values in
hZ

%Oh

 there is for small h a unique map
$
fh  

.h 

j
$
B
j
 hZ

that coincides with
-
fh modulo Oh

 This map is of course as well dened on the intersection
with 

.h of any domain
$
D of
$
W that projects into a small but xed annulus D around
the critical value  and is called the unwinding or developing map of the spectrum
For instance if one uses this map to unwind a sequence of points
$
A
j
h  

.h
$
B
j
with

$
A

h  
$
A

h see gure  then one obtains an integral open polygonal line A

     A


in hZ

 whose extremities satisfy
A

h  A

h
For short we shall allow us to refer to such a sequence of points
$
A
j
as a closed polygonal line in
.h whenever these points are close enough to each other so that the line segments A
j
 A
j

lie in
-
f
$
Dh The segment between two consecutive points
$
A
j
h and
$
A
j
h is by denition
the preimage in
$
D of A
j
 A
j

 The exact counting function
The purpose of this paragraph is to count the number of joint eigenvalues inside a simple
closed polygonal line around the critical value  Let L

h be the subset of .h  D of joint
eigenvalues Eh that are unwound on the horizontal line fy  g  R

in other words
$
f



Ehh   Because of proposition 	 L

h is pointwise xed by the quantum
monodromy  That means that any closed polygonal line
$
Ah  
$
A

h    
$
A

h on
.h starting on L

h is unwound as a closed polygonal line Ah  A

h     A

h in R

see gure 
It is easy to see that if we have another such polygonal line on .hD that lies inside the
previous one then the number of joint eigenvalue between these two is exactly the number of
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Figure  unwinding of a sequence of points in .h  D in the case of the spectrum of the
Champagne bottle numerics by MChild In the case b the starting point belongs to L

h which
implies that the unwound line is closed


hintegral lattice points between the two unwound polygons see lemma 	 As a consequence
there should be a universal index   Z such that the number N
h

$
Ah of joint eigenvalues
inside
$
Ah be
N
h

$
Ah  N
h
Ah % 
where N
h
Ah denotes the number of hintegral points inside the polygon Ah Note that
the latter is given by Pick"s formula  
N
h
Ah  AreaAh %
ZLengthAh

%  
where ZLengthAh is the number of hintegral points on the boundary
The result is actually that    
Theorem  Let
$
Ah  
$
A

h    
$
A

h be a simple closed polygonal line on .h starting
on L

h and enclosing one the origin and let Ah  A

h     A

h  A

h be the
unwound polygonal line in R

 Denote by N
h

$
Ah the number of joint eigenvalues inside
$
Ah
counting the points in the boundary and similarly denote by N
h
Ah the number of hintegral
points inside the polygon Ah counting the boundary
Then
N
h

$
Ah  N
h
Ah
In other words the recipe to calculate N
h

$
Ah is simply to unwind
$
Ah and then apply Picks
formula 
Proof  The idea is to cut the polytope delimited by
$
Ah into two halves separated by L


then on each part the control over the joint eigenvalues given by theorem  is used to shift the
problem into a region where the result will be obvious due to the following fact 
Lemma  if B is a simply connected open subset of D then for any closed polygonal line
$
Ch in .h B the unwound line Ch is also closed and we have
N
h

$
Ch  N
h
Ch
This lemma also proves the existence of the index  claimed before the statement of the theorem
and this implies that we can choose any particular
$
Ah to prove the theorem So let us assume
that the intersection of the polytope delimited by
$
Ah with the horizontal lines 

 hn are
segments whose extremities are vertices of
$
A
Now let us apply theorem  to the operators P
E
j
h
def
 P
j
h
E
j
 and keep the notations
from the statement of this theorem We know from lemma  that the map
E  E

 E

 
E
h  
E

h 
E

h
is an elliptic semiclassical symbol of order zero It is therefore for small h a dieomorphism
of a compact neighborhood K of zero into its image this implies that the determination of the

joint spectrum in K amounts to that of the corresponding values of 
E
h which we shall hence
simply denote by   

 

 From now on we shall assume that the annulus D dened in the
previous paragraph is a subset of K
Let us look for solutions satisfying 

  Let g

h and g

h be the following functions 

h
g

h  
E

out
% 







h
lnh
  arg )

i

h%  % 




and g

h  


Because of the analyticity properties of ) these functions are holomorphic in 

  The map
fEh
def
 g
E
hh satises equation  thanks to theorem  Because of the lnh term in
it it is not a standard semiclassical symbol globally but we know from paragraph 	 that it
is so for E in a small compact at nite distance from the origin Moreover because of remark
 it must satisfy equation  as well where 

c 

c is the basis given in proposition

Therefore the joint spectrum is spread on the horizontal lines 

 hn n  Z and the set
L

h lies in the line 

  Our problem is now to count the number of joint eigenvalues inside
the intersection
$
A

h of the half plane 

  with the polytope delimited by
$
Ah gure 
Let us denote by
$
I
n
h the set of joint eigenvalues contained in
$
A

h and satisfying 

 hn



I

h

A

h
Figure  the upper half of the polytope
From now on we forget the negative half of our polytope and label
$
A

    
$
A

the consecutive vertices of
$
A

h starting and ending on L

h We denote by N
h

$
Ah
the number of joint eigenvalues inside
$
A

h and by N
h
Ah the number of hintegral points
inside the polytope delimited by the unwound points A

     A

 A

 The theorem will be proved
provided we show that N
h

$
Ah  N
h
Ah
The next step of the proof is now to translate
$
A

h far from the origin as follows gure 	
The domain D where the unwinding map is dened can always be chosen such that there exists

an integer kh  Z such that the origin is outside of the polytope
$
Ch  
$
C

h    
$
C

h
dened by
$
f
$
C
j
hh 
$
f
$
A
j
hh % hkh 

A


A




I

h


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Figure 	 translation of the polytope
Of course the set of joint eigenvalues inside
$
Ch satisfying 

 hn is in bijection with
$
I
n
h
which implies that
N
h

$
Ch  N
h

$
Ah
On the other hand because fh is a valid unwinding function in a region containing
both
$
Ah and
$
Ch the unwinding Ch of
$
Ch is by denition the translation of Ah by the
horizontal vector hkh  It has therefore the same number of interior points 
N
h
Ch  N
h
Ah
But lemma 	 yields
N
h

$
Ch  N
h
Ch
which nally proves the theorem 
 Shape of the spectrum near the critical value
We investigate here the shape of the joint spectrum in a region of size Oh near the origin in
terms of the 

 

 variables We already know that the joint eigenvalues are distributed on
the horizontal lines 

 hn n  Z It remains to study their repartition on each of these lines
For this purpose we x n  Z and denote by x  

h the generic variable on f

 hng Of
course the results will be based upon corollary  whose notations we use here and which
we express in the following way 

Proposition 	 corollary 
 Let K a compact neighborhood of the origin in R

 For any
family Eh  E

h E

h  hK such that 
Eh

h  hn % Oh

 n  Z the following
characterization holds 
Eh  .h %Oh

 if and only if
jnj



 xh lnh 
  arg )

ixh %  % jnj


% f
n
xhh  Z%Oh


with xh  
Eh

hh Here f
n
h is a symbol of the form 
f
n
xh 
A
h
% xB % nC %D % 


% hf
n

x % h

f
n

x %    
for some real constants ABCD
Proof  Of course in view of corollary   applied to the system
$
P
t
j
 P
j

 ht
j
 j     A
is just the action integral on the critical Lagrangean  A 
R





 and it only remains to prove
that there exists constants B C D such that
I



$

t
  xhB % nC %D %Oh
where t and xh are linked by
xh  $

t
h 

h

ht

h
Because the subprincipal symbols of
$
P
t
j
are ane functions of t  $r
t
 r
 t it is easy to deduce
from formula 	 of proposition 
 that I



$

t
 is ane in t The result then follows from the
fact that the principal part of
$

t
h  xh n%Oh

 is also an  invertible  ane function
of t 
We study the distribution of joint eigenvalues on the line 

 hn by investigating the gaps
between two consecutive eigenvalues
Theorem 
 For any n  Z let E
k
h be the sequence of joint eigenvalues in f

 hnghK
such that the corresponding variables x
k
h form for each h a strictly increasing nite sequence
The gap between E
k
h and E
k
h is given by 




E
k
h 
E
k
h
h





a
jlnhj%B 
 ln 
#

n
x
 %Oh 
 a


j lnhj
%

lnh


#

n
x
B % ln 


%O


ln h



for an x x
k
 x
k
 and a  kM   k we have denoted
#
n
x   arg )

ix%  % jnj




Note that #

n
is related to the logarithmic derivative  of the Gammafunction 
#

n
x 
R



ix%  % n



A consequence of this theorem is that the number of E
k
h"s inside hK increases as h tends
to zero at a rate equivalent to constj lnhj which easily yields a Weyl type asymptotic formula
for the counting function see theorem 		 in next paragraph A more precise result is that
the function #

n
controls the shape of the graph gaps versus x It turns out that #

n
has a
nondegenerate minimum at x   which is particularly sharp for n   gure 
 This might
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Figure 
 the function #


x here  denotes Eulers constant    		    
have some interesting applications in numerical analysis First it should refrain people from
thinking that the gap curve has a cusp secondly however this nearcusp might be useful to
precisely locate the critical value x   Numerics for the example of the Champagne bottle
suggest that both remarks apply for reasonable value of the small constant h gures  and 
Finally of course this theorem can be used to nd a rigorous approximation for the spectral
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Figure  spectral gaps for the quantum Champagne bottle n   h  
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gaps In the example of the Champagne bottle formula  can be made completely explicit

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The Hamiltonian H is the following 
Hx y   




% 


 r

% r


with r

 x

% y

 It commutes with the angular momentum I  x 
 y hence we can let
p  p

 p

  H I The corresponding hoperators are
-
H  

h


'
 r

% r


-
I 
h
i



One can compute the quantities involved by formula  and one nds
M 

p
 
 

so a 
p
 and B   ln 
Thus using formula  to approximate the smallest gap obtained at x   for n   we get 
min
k

E
k

E
k
h



p

j lnhj%  ln  % 
%Oh
The comparison between the principal part of this formula as a function of lnh and the exper
imental result from the numerical computation of the spectrum is depicted in gure  and
tends to show that the approximation is quite accurate
Proof of theorem  Because E
k

 E
k
h  M % Oh  x
k

 x
k
  % Oh

 it
suces to estimate jx
k

 x
k
j
For n  Z let
g
n
xh
def




jnj



 x lnh 
  arg )

ix%  % jnj


% f
n
xh


The function x g
n
xh is smooth and we have
g

n
xh  B 
 lnh
#

n
x %Oh

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Figure  The smallest gap comparison between numerics and the top order term in formula 	

For small h g
n
h is therefore strictly increasing with slope of order j lnhj The solutions x
k
h
to gx
k
hh  k  Z% Oh

 are therefore for small h in onetoone correspondence with
the exact solutions to gx
k
hh  k except maybe for the rst and the last ones sitting
near the boundary of the compact interval in which we are looking for solutions Moreover
the dierences between the exact and the Oh

 solutions are of order

j lnhj
Oh

 which is a
fortiori Oh

 In the following x
k
denotes the exact solution
By Rolle"s theorem there is an x x
k
 x
k
 such that

jx
k

 x
k
j
 g

n
xh
This means
jx
k

 x
k
j 

jlnhj%B 
 ln 
#

n
x %Oh

which proves the theorem 
	 Weyls formula
Let K be a compact convex subset of R

 and let
$
Kh be its image by the change of variables
t

 t

 $
t

h $
t

h
Recall that the principal part of this map is
$

t

M

 t
 rm
where rm  r

m r

m is the value at m of the joint subprincipal symbol of the system
P

h P

h and M  dF  where p

 p

  F q

 q

 for some symplectic coordinates near
m see section 

Denote by
$
K

the principal part of
$
Kh it is a convex compact of R

 Theorem 	 easily
yields the following estimate for the counting function 
Theorem  Denote by N
h
K the number of eigenvalues belonging to hK 
N
h
K
def
 0fE

 E

  hK  .hg
The following estimate holds as h tends to zero 
N
h
K 
j lnhj

Z

K

jdx  dnj%O
The measure jdnj is the counting measure on Z and jdxj is the standard onedimensional
Lebesgue measure
We present in gure  a numerical illustration of this result
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Figure  The counting function N
h
K for the Champagne bottle where K is a compact selecting
only joint eigenvalues on the line 

  numerics
The question that this theorem arouses is whether the formula for N
h
can be related to a
Weyltype heuristic involving volume in phase space The answer is positive proposition 	

up to the dierence between the measures of
$
K

with respect to jdx  dnj and with respect to
the standard Lebesgue measure on R

 which of course strongly depends on the geometry of
$
K


Let  be the pushforward on R

of the symplectic or Liouville measure by the momentum
map p  p

 p

  for any Borel B of R


B 
Z
p

B
j  j
Let jdcj  jdc

 dc

j be the standard Lebesgue measure on R

 The Lebesgue volume of B will
be denoted by jBj

Proposition  As h tends to zero
hK
h


j ln hj

j
$
K

j%O
Proof  Let  be a neighborhood of the critical point m in which the system P

 P

 can be
brought to the normal form of lemma  so that there is a local dieomorphism F dened on
U  p such that with the same notations as in section  p

 p

  F q

 q


Replacing K by h

K with h

small enough if necessary we can always assume that K  U 
Let    be such that the ball
B

def
 fr    M r     g
is included in  Then hK can be split into two parts 
hK 
Z
B


fq


q

F

hKg
jdxdyddj %
Z
B
c


fp


p

hKg
j  j 	
If h is small enough each ber p

c c  hK intersects B

 and we know from section
 that the bration p
B
c


over hK is trivial with bers dieomorphic to compact cylinders
Moreover p naturally denes on each cylinder a locally invariant measure  such that the
symplectic measure splits according to 
j  j   jdp

 dp

j
Therefore the second term of 	 can be written as 
Z
B
c


fp


p

hKg
j  j 
Z
c


c

hK
B
c

 p

cjdc

 dc

j
Because B
c

 p

c is bounded for bounded c

 c

 the following estimate holds for some
C   
Z
B
c


fp


p

hKg
j  j  C
Z
c


c

hK
jdc

 dc

j  Ch

jKj
Let us turn now to the rst term in the sum 	 
I

h
def

Z
B


fq


q

F

hKg
jdxdyddj
Using the new coordinates r    with   r and    
  the symplectic measure is
transformed into

r
jd  d  d  drj 

r
jdq

 dq

j  jd  drj
This gives 
I

h  
Z
c


c

F

hK

jcj


Z

jcj



r
jdrj

jdc

 dc

j
	
 
Z
F

hK

jcj

ln


jcj
jdc

 dc

j
Note that for h small enough the condition jcj  

is always satised for c  F

hK
Now the change of variables -c  F ch yields
I

h  h

Z
cK
ln


jF

h-cj
Jh-cjd-cj
where J is the Jacobian of F

 Taylor"s formula for J and F

easily shows that the integrand
can be reduced to its principal part 
I

h  h

Z
cK
ln


jM

h-cj
Jjd-cj%Oh


Since J  detM

 the right handside is equal to 
h

Z
cM

K
ln


jh$cj
jd$cj%Oh


with $c  M

-c Because the measure ln jcjjdcj is locally integrable at the origin this nally
gives 
I

h  
h

lnhjM

Kj%Oh


thus proving proposition 	
 
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